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Modi’s visit to Britain: Brickbats or Roses
from the diaspora?
by Malathy Sitaram

The Rise and Rise of Narendra Modi
In this year’s February issue of Confluence I wrote a column
with the heading “Whither India?” In it I discussed the
continuing poverty and deep inequality in India that tend
to nullify the country’s significant technological progress.
Little did I think that months later I would feel compelled
to write about a new and far more dangerous virus attacking the body politic of India under the premiership of
Narendra Modi. His party, the Bharatiya Janata Party or
BJP won the Indian General Election in May, 2014 and
selected Modi as Prime Minister of India. He had been
Chief Minister of Gujerat for two terms since 2001 and
had won international recognition for his far reaching
reforms that modernised the state of Gujerat, making it
a showcase for its excellent infrastructure and economic
growth. Gujeratis everywhere are fervent admirers of Modi.
On his recent visit to New York his followers in the USA
turned up in their thousands to greet him. Modi will be
visiting the U.K. in November and Wembley Stadium has
been booked to give an opportunity for Indians to greet
him. 55,000 people are expected!
Childhood Links
He is a very talented man whose admirers are legion. His
rise to power was meteoric, given his very modest background. As a boy, he helped his father to run a tea stall at
the railway station in Vadnagar, a small town in Gujarat. As
a schoolboy, he displayed an interest in religion and at the
age of 8, joined the RSS a strictly Hindu and ultra nationalist umbrella organization which claims to uphold Hindu
values and civilization. It was founded in 1925 and later
showed an interest in right wing European organizations
such as Hitler’s Youth movement. Its extreme right-wing
ideology may have led to its paramilitary status and involvement in fomenting violence against Muslims in particular
and also Christians in India. It was a former member of the
RSS, Nathuram Godse who assassinated Mahatma Gandhi
in January, 1948 on the unfounded grounds of his support
for the Muslim community in India in the run up to independence from British rule.
The BJP was founded in 1951 and was seen as the politi-

cal arm of the RSS whose chief aim is to protect Hindu
cultural identity. It shares platforms with other Hindu
nationalist parties. All these organisations support the idea
of Hindutva, or “Hinduness”, a Sanskrit term coined by
Vinayak Damodar Savakar in 1923. The BJP adopted it as
its official ideology in 1989. The word means the quality
of being a Hindu.
The Travel Bug
Modi is a shining example of a country lad of humble
origin who has made good through his natural intelligence

and drive. As Prime Minister of India he has embarked on
an intensive and seemingly endless round of foreign travel
all over the world as a business ambassador with the aim of
attracting investment in Indian enterprises. He has visited
China twice, succeeding in securing Chinese cooperation
in trade and business deals amounting to £14 billion – an
amazing feat given the hostility between the two countries
over border disputes and a costly war in1962. He has made
huge inroads into Africa. He has promised $600 million
dollars in assistance to the country and has held an Africa/
India summit in Delhi well attended by African leaders.
Isn’t India a Secular Republic?
However all is far from well in his homeland. His party’s
satellite and fringe groups have embarked on what looks
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like a planned and violent campaign to establish forcefully
their idea of Hindu India. On 28th September, 2015, A
Muslim man was lynched outside his home by an armed
mob who claimed the family ate beef! Three Hindu men
who were known to be against idolatry and religious superstition were murdered this year. A Dalit family’s home was
torched, killing a baby and a toddler. Equally sinister is the
move by government to remove secular members and leaders of institutions such as the National Book Trust and the
independent board of Nalanda University chaired by the
internationally respected thinker and writer, Amartya Sen.
Secularism is now a dirty word. There is growing evidence
of tampering with the education system by coming up with
an alternative history of India which is not based on fact,
a history which glorifies Hinduism whilst erasing other
influences. The Nazis too tried to rewrite history. So the
very young will grow up learning a heavily skewed history
of their country in which Hinduism will have a heavy
footprint.
Trouble Ahead!
The last ten days of October, 2015 have seen extraordinary waves of public dissent triggered by Modi’s strange
silence and apparent disinterest in what is happening.
Modi thought the lynching was ‘sad’ whilst another minister thought it ‘unfortunate’. The intelligentsia is expressing
its deep unease in various ways. Writers, scientists, historians, dramatists and film-makers in significant numbers
have issued joint statements publicly to express their deep
unease over the ‘growing intolerance’ and the attacks on
long cherished values. A long letter by Admiral Ramdas
to the President and the Prime Minister underlining the
profound alarm felt by most right thinking people over
what is happening.
In London plans are afoot for a protest demonstration by
Indian groups against the Modi government which will act
as a counterweight against the rapturous welcome he will
receive at Wembley Stadium.
Writing this so far away from India, one is aghast at this
sea-change in the governance of our beloved country whilst
praying for a quick end to a poisonous ideology.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
EDITORIALLY SPEAKING

a constant evolution

T

his is the last quarterly issue for this year. This year has been
different in many ways, as we are in the process of changing from
being a conventional tabloid magazine into a more modern digital
publication. I am delighted to say that the number of online readers
as well as contributors is steadily increasing since we launched our
online version. Confluence is now also available to read on the Magzter online platform, which is subscribed to by thousands of readers
worldwide. While I thank all our readers and writers for enthusiastically supporting Confluence and contributing to its unique status
at present I appeal to our readers, to comment on any part of the
contents, by writing to us, as we always value your opinions.
In my last editorial, I shared my intention to stop publishing print
issues of Confluence. Since then I have received many requests not
to stop the print issues as well as suggestions to reduce the cost of
printing. While we welcome any donations from individuals and
organisations as a gesture of good will, we have to uphold our independent position as publishers of a magazine which seeks to preserve
its neutrality and values whilst seeking to improve our financial situation in a meaningful way.
Some consider Confluence to be a literary and academic magazine
aimed at an upper middle class readership. Therefore, it has become
necessary for me to clarify what Confluence is all about. Many of our
reader would remember that Confluence was started as a magazine
aimed at Britain’s multi-cultural audience, soon it gained popularity with the South Asian diaspora living globally and currently a
majority of our contributors come from overseas, attracting more
and more readers too from overseas. Reflecting this transformation
Confluence adopted a secondary title of ‘South Asian Perspectives’
making it obvious who our target audience are.
During the course of our existence we have created a culture of
publishing high quality work from any writer who understands the
focus of Confluence and is willing to work with us bilaterally. We are
neither an academic journal nor a literary journal. In this context, I
would like to remind you what my father and founding Editor Joe
Nathan said in his maiden editorial in 2002. He said “Confluence
will be a reader-friendly paper—a forum for debate, discussion and
dialogue. Come, get on board!” Our readers come from all sorts of
background; therefore we would like to encourage our writers to
write articles which are not too technical or academic in nature.
On behalf of our editorial team I wish you all a prosperous 2016
in advance.
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FIRST LANGUAGE

n article by Reginald Massey in Confluence
(October 2015) led me again to the question
whether one can write creatively in other than
one's first-language. But what do we mean by 'firstlanguage'? The language acquired first, in infancy,
or the language in which one is now best able to
express oneself? Besides, one's first-language can
change with time and circumstance. Regarding the
last, allow me to cite a personal example.
My wife, Liebetraut Sarvan, is German but we
lived for twelve years in a Zambia. The country's
(only) official-language is English and she functioned almost exclusively in English. She who had
written poetry in German, temporarily switched
to English, and a slim volume of her poems was
published two years ago under the title Be it ever so
red. ISBN: 978-3-73228-464-1. I cite one poem
from the collection:
Be it ever so red
pain does not drop
into crystal bowls
like bougainvillea leaves.
Anguish alone is not poetic
and death cannot be scooped up
in a cup and slowly drunk.
It's not something you take:
it's something taken away from you,
and yet,
it is the target of our progression
and the cessation
of life's peacock scream
will be relief."
With my wife, changing her first (functional)
language was temporary but it could well be
otherwise.
Let us construct a hypothetical case. Let us say
that an Indian child is adopted at the age of five by

Finnish parents who take her to a rather remote part
of Finland where only Finnish is spoken. The girl
goes to the local school; has Finnish friends and, in
short, hears only Finnish. Children being linguistic
chameleons taking on the 'colour' of their linguistic
environment, by the age of, say, fifteen, our imaginary child's first-language, that is, the one in which
she is able to express herself most fully; the language
in which, among other things, she calculates and
dreams, is Finnish.
At this point, the adoptive Finnish parents,
perhaps fed up with the severe cold, emigrate to
warm Australia. Our Indian-Finnish child, now
a teenager of fifteen, continues her education in
English and, outside the home, functions only in
English. Yet another decade passes and the young
woman, having gone through university, has English
as her first-language. Over the years, English will
entrench itself; perhaps even becoming not only her
first, but her only language. The dust of time will
settle on the earlier Finnish, even as Finnish had
nudged aside Hindi.
It is for such reasons that the phrase "native
language" or "mother tongue" is avoided. If
"native" has anything to do with "natural", then
with our imaginary individual, what was natural
to her was first Hindi, then Finnish and, finally,
English. Besides, in these days of attempted gendercorrectness, "mother-tongue" can be objected to:
what of "father-tongue"? What if two parents, each
with a different first-language, separate; the father
wins custody, and brings up an infant child?
Metalanguage is when we use language to investigate language. Language is the most important,
and also the most 'intimate' and fascinating of all
human inventions. The first-language may change
but language remains the first.
Charles Sarvan, Berlin
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A Lost Generation of Tamil Youth:

Impact of Past War Trauma, Present Psychosocial
Context, Education and Globalization
Excerpts from C.E. Anandarajan memorial lecture delivered by Dr. Daya Somasundaram,
Professor of Psychiatry, University of Jaffna and University Adelaide

M

any youths, the blossoming flowers of our communities were killed
during the recent civil war in Sri Lanka.
Many more were injured (and) maimed;
some continue to live with shell (fragments
in their bodies) and spinal injuries. Many
were psychologically scarred by their traumatic experiences. They were sacrificed, or
sacrificed themselves or were caught in the
crossfire of rebellion, spurred by dreams of
freedom and brutal suppression thereof.
The state launched a reign of terror and
violence, committing innumerable military
atrocities, including detention and torture
of Tamils and discrimination against them
particularly in university admissions, which
propelled students to join militant movements. The propaganda of militants and
their leaders aroused strong feelings of
Tamil identity based on three factors of
motherland (Eelam), soil (mann) and blood
(ratham). The leaders called for heroism
(veeram), commitment (arpanippu) and
sacrifice (thiaham), Including martyrdom.
A sense of adventure drew the young into
becoming child soldiers.
Present-day youth in Northern Sri Lanka
who survived, face a grim future. Society
is just recovering from three decades of
devastating civil war. In the current post
war context, the future of the community
depends on rebuilding broken social structures in which youth can play a crucial role.
However, to understand the predicament
of today’s youth, it would be necessary to
understand their past and current psychosocial context plus the educational system.
Most of the present constituency of
youth in North and East Sri Lanka were
born during the war, faced many hardships, growing up amidst natural and
man-made disasters. Coming of age, they
have to struggle through a multitude of
psychosocial problems; many of them a
legacy of the war. There is also the sudden
impact of modernization and global culture
which they were not exposed to during the
war due to blockades and more immediate
survival needs. In addition to these handicaps, they also have not had the advantage
of a beneficial educational sector to help
them make a future for themselves and
rebuild their society.

caused massive destruction and devastation. During the war, many were injured,
lost their loved ones, witnessed killing and

The exodus

some were detained and tortured.
Children were also forced to carry weapons and become soldiers. They were made
to fight in the war front and carry out
atrocities, imprinting hatred and violence

The mass exodus from Jaffna peninsula in
1995 affected almost everyone in Jaffna and
the final war in 2009 in the Vanni District

in their developing minds.
People in the North faced more devastation during this period: the Tsunami of
Jaffna Public libraryburnt down in 1981

The path that present youth have
travelled through

A beacon of inspiration. Late
C.E.Anandarajan, former Principal
of St.John’s college, Jaffna

Meditation- A form
of cultural calming
technique

2004. Due to this natural disaster, multiple
deaths occurred in many families, houses
were damaged, families separated, and
whole villages destroyed. It is evident from
studies that youngsters who experience

massive trauma develop a loss of concentration, memory impairment, alienation,
lack of motivation, lack of commitment to
work, fear, anxiety, depression, relationship
issues, and an increased tendency to become
addicted to drugs and alcohol. War and
natural disasters have major consequences
not only on youth but also on their families
and society at large which we can describe
as collective trauma.
Focus group studies by psychologists in
Northern Sri Lanka have published the
resulting psychosocial problems. Serious
issues including poverty, malnutrition,
mental illness, disturbed family dynamics, loneliness, helplessness, abandonment,
antisocial activities, child and sexual abuse,
suicide, orphans, unmarried mothers, teenage pregnancy, illegal abortions, domestic
violence and alcohol and drug abuse. Children have to grow up facing considerable
abuse and violence within the family and
even at school.
There has been a welcome drop in the
high suicide rates in 2015, perhaps, due to
the hope that has been created this year.
Generally, women’s roles have changed as
a result of the war. Women have become
more emancipated generally because
they had to take on responsibilities when
husbands died or disappeared resulting in
female-headed households. Thus there was
increased stress on females, some of who
have developed psychosocial problems such
as increased in somatic illnesses and other
minor mental health disorders.
Today in the Vanni, teenage girls are
becoming pregnant, giving birth and then
bringing up children while they have barely
attained adolescence. This is mainly due to
the lack of knowledge about reproductive
health and the consequences of unprotected
sex. Some face harassment at the work place
and violence at home.
Alcohol consumption by males has
increased dramatically after the war.
Furthermore, there is an increase in the
consumption of foreign liquors in comparison with locally produced alcohol. Alcohol
use has become common even among
school students. Alcohol use has a wide
reaching effect being closely associated
with domestic violence, crime, road traffic
accidents, suicide and attempted suicide.
In contrast anti-social behaviour is not so
marked in the East. A reason could be that
many of the community level traditional
Continued on page 5
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American Independence Day
by Gomathy Venkateswar

A

n excellent time to visit New York
would be around the fourth of July,
American Independence Day, when citizens enjoy a long weekend holiday. The
city empties as families head for the nearest
beach resort or catch up on visiting their
parents in the countryside. The daily frantic
pace on subways and sidewalks is strangely
reduced.
I was in New York spending time with
my daughter and her family in July and I
discovered that the favourite pastime for
those choosing to stay put for the holiday
weekend is to head for the CITI Field
Stadium to join the throng of spectators

tickets in their hands looking for their allotted seats in the various tiers. The seating
plan is clearly displayed in the corridor as
one comes up by elevator or escalator.
As I sat expectantly there was an
announcement asking us to stand, remove
any headgear in readiness for the national
anthem. On this day it was played by an Air
Force band with an Army sergeant singing
solo. Everyone stood up, their hats off, their
right hands placed over their hearts ready
to sing the anthem loudly with the last line
“The Home of the Brave and the Land of the
Free” ending on a high note.
I was struck by the solemn sincerity with

he is followed by two other batters who are
run out without having reached first base!
An Argentinian tourist expressed surprise
at the lack of tension and partisanship on
the part of the spectators. He tells us that
in his country football is a consuming
passion which makes every game a dangerous place to be. His American neighbour
remarks that the other American game of
football is played as a war game and players suffer injuries.. I have often thought
that American football players look like an
alien species being heavily padded up and
helmeted for self-protection against violent
collisions.

The 4th of July does not end without a
fireworks display in the evening. They are
held over the East River and can be seen
from vantage points. I am told the fantastic display can be seen for miles around.
After an early dinner we were planning to
take the subway and then stand over the
Queensborough Bridge when we heard a
news alert of a possible terror attack at the
display. So we stayed at home.
At exactly 9.30 pm the noise of a rocket
shooting into the sky made me rush to the
south facing window from where I saw a
blaze of coloured lights erupting high in the
sky. We could hear the exploding rockets

gathered there to watch the home team, the
Mets play the national ball game - baseball.
This year it was to be played against the
visiting Chicago Cubs. For some reason
the match was going to be played midafternoon rather than at the customary
7pm when under the powerful arc lights,
the huge bowl of the CITI Field Stadium
can look surreal.
It was a laid-back, lazy morning when
around 11a.m. we headed for the subway.
Buses, subways and private cars were all
headed in the direction of Flushing Meadows where a huge sports complex awaited
us. The CITI Field Stadium is a vast bowl
that can hold about 60,000 seated spectators as well as some standing room.
Our excellent seats were on the very first
tier of the four-storeyed open air amphitheatre overlooking the pitch and the four
bases. The outfielders too were positioned
close to us. People were streaming in with

which the vast crowd sang, making me
wonder at the remarkable display of multiple ethnicities singing as one. They shared
and celebrated their commonalty and pride
as American citizens. The anthem was
followed by loud cheers and other songs
linked with the game were sung while the
players started to run out of their dugouts
in single file. A roar went up from the
stands and fans called out to their favourite
players who waved to them.
A chant breaks out repeating the name
R O D R I G U E Z, the player who has
made the most home runs this season. The
umpire calls out, “Batter Up, Ball in, Play
Ball!” The charismatic Mets player, Rodriguez is batting first. The bat whacks against
the ball and there is a roar as the ball sweeps
across the ground in a huge arc and it is a
Home Run. Rodriguez now drops his bat
and walks out, his duty done.
The Mets have made their opening and

The Chicago Cubs come in next but who
is watching? There is a steady stream of visitors in a snaky queue in front of the numerous food stalls, returning with buckets of
popcorn, some beer and hot dog rolls in a
food box. It seems the baseball game we are
all here to watch in not really the reason the
crowds are here for.
It is the 4th of July, a national holiday,
the weather is balmy, family and friends are
here and there is plenty to eat. Every floor
has food stalls selling food with international flavours. This seems to be the main
attraction: everyone is stuffing themselves.
The game is over and the Mets have lost
but no one cheers for the Chicago Cubs
who leave with a good score, their third
win this season. The disappointed crowd
gets up to leave and is not too vociferous
over the Mets losing. They have had their
day’s outing with family and friends around
and plenty to eat.

and the fireworks lived up to expectations.
So we did not miss the traditional end to
Independence Day celebrations.
The weekend had proved to be an enjoyably educational experience for me. It was
also an eye opener in many respects. I learned
a lot about American culture in one day.
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Sri Lanka: UN war crimes resolution
marks a turning point for victims

crucial resolution adopted at the UN
Human Rights Council today offers
the victims of Sri Lanka’s armed conflict
the prospect of finally getting the truth
and justice they deserve, Amnesty International said.
The resolution was adopted without
a vote today at the UN Human Rights
Council in Geneva, following the publication earlier this month of a UN report
into alleged serious violations and abuses
of human rights by all sides during Sri
Lanka’s armed conflict.
Although far from perfect, if the resolution and the underlying commitments of
Sri Lanka’s government are implemented
in good faith it presents an opportunity
for victims to finally get the truth and
justice they have been waiting for.
“The adoption of this resolution is
a turning point for human rights in Sri
Lanka, and crucially recognizes terrible
crimes committed by both parties during
the armed conflict. Although far from
perfect, if the resolution and the underlying commitments of Sri Lanka’s government are implemented in good faith
it presents an opportunity for victims
to finally get the truth and justice they
have been waiting for,” said David GrifCont, from p. 3 Sri Lanka
practices and structures and belief systems
have survived or revived in the post war
context, thus providing the necessary social
controls and adaptive mechanisms. In the
north the police are often called to deal
with incidents of rowdyism.
During the war, those with leadership
qualities, the intellectuals, the dissenters
and those with social motivation have
either been intimidated into leaving or
have been killed or forced to remain silent.
Talented and committed leaders like the
principal of St. John, Anandarajan and
Dr. Rajani Thiranagama were labelled as
traitors and executed in the prime of their
life, leaving behind young, grief-stricken
families and submissive communities.
Apart from the extrajudicial killings by
the state and its allied paramilitary forces,
the internecine warfare among various
Tamil militant organizations competing
for the loyalty of the community resulted
in the elimination of many of civilians
of Tamil ethnicity—a process of selfdestructive auto-genocide. There was also
a crippling brain drain, where intellectuals and professionals with their families
sought greener pastures or safety abroad.
Now, Tamil society is left without vibrant
leaders and youth without role models.
Among the few positive consequences

fiths, Amnesty International’s South Asia
Research Director.
“The resolution calls for international
judges, defence lawyers, prosecutors and
investigators to ensure the credibility of
the justice process—this is crucial. Sri
Lanka has time and time again shown it is
both unwilling and unable to investigate
war crimes allegations against its own
forces or hold perpetrators of grave abuses

to account.
“Any accountability process must have
an international component for it to have
any credibility, as well as to provide the
necessary skills and expertise.
“It will also be up to the international
community and the Sri Lankan authorities to ensure that victims and their families are genuinely consulted at every step
of the process to get to truth and justice.

Sri Lankan authorities must undertake
a wide range of institutional reform,
including to strengthen witness protection which today falls far short of what is
required.”

of the war and displacement was the
disruption of some of these structures
such as the rigid caste system and patriarchal systems and violence against women.
However, in the post war situation, these
traditional structural practices and social
attitudes are reviving with vigour. It is
important that the young) are not influenced by these oppressive and outdated
attitudes and behaviour. Once the seeds
are planted in their minds, not only will
they continue these practices but pass
them onto generations to come.
Suspicion and paranoia were also generated against Muslims who were expelled
‘en masse’ from the north during the war.
Some are venturing back. Politicians and
conflict entrepreneurs will endeavour to fan
the flames of communalism and ethnocentrism which will lead us again onto the path
of calamity. The young do not appear to
be infected by the sectarian virus yet. The
future of this country and society will eventually pass into their hands. For national
reconciliation to work, youth will need to
be encouraged to broaden their outlook
and consciousness.

they had been insulated from global
influences due to blockades, travel
restrictions, lack of consumer goods and
unavailability of credit. It is literally as if
the doors have suddenly opened to the
outside world and its influences—good
and bad.
There is an increasing feeling of security; the number of foreigners who visit
Sri Lanka as tourists or to meet their
relatives, has been rising, particularly
after the opening of the A9 road which
connects the North and South. The
sudden changes in their lifestyle, job
aspirations, fashion, attire and commitment to place has drastically changed
and altered the socialization of youth.
Consumption patterns have increased
with the remittances from relatives
abroad and easily obtainable loan facilities. In the post war context, this vulnerable and defeated society is subject to
the free ingress of modern market and
corporate forces.
The widespread consumption culture
has brought about changes in people’s
thoughts, attitudes and activities. The
impact of cinema, videos, YouTube, and
other media, particularly South Indian
tele-drama series and movies on youth
has been immense. They take these telecasted stories as real, and try to imitate
or practise these imaginary life.(lives)

Psychosocial Regeneration of Youth

Globalization
In the post-war context, there is a major
attitudinal and behavioural change in
the present day youth. During the war

w w w. a m n e s t y. o r g / e n / l a t e s t /
news/2015/10/sri-lanka-un-warcrimes-resolution-marks-a-turningpoint-for-victims/

We are faced with the urgent task of
rebuilding this shattered society which
was devastated by war and Tsunami, and
to provide a prosperous, hopeful future
for the younger generation. According
to international and United Nations
conventions, victims of war and conflict
have a right to reparation, redress and
rehabilitation including psychosocial
rehabilitation. However, since the end
of the war in 2009, the state had actively
prohibited psychosocial interventions
and healing processes. At present, with
the change in the political climate, there
are opportunities to address the psychological trauma youth have undergone
and create an enabling environment
for them to thrive. However, it should
be noted that psychosocial regeneration has to be related to broader social
and economic changes using a holistic
approach.
A key element of post-war rehabilitation and reconciliation would
be to rebuild trust, the basic glue
that holds society and nations
together. Trust in institutions of law
and order, governance structures
between authorities and the ruled
and between the different members
of society themselves.
CONFLUENCE
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South African newsletter

The war does not lie
outside SA’s borders
South Africa’s government has acted reactively to growing educational
aspirations, rather than proactively, by assisting students

H

aving worked with students for all of
my vocational life I have been privy to
their hardships, troubles and tribulations.
Over the years in my columns I have
warned that what South Africa needs is a
serious injection into higher educational
funding if it genuinely wants to address the
nation’s growing skills shortage and that
“disillusioned youth may well become the
Achilles heel of government”. And so it has
come to pass.
Despite the initial cavalier reaction that
minister Blade Nzimande and others in the
department displayed, the 2015 student
protests for transformation and affordable education will take their place in the
annals of South African student struggles,
as the most significant force to change the
face of higher education in post-apartheid
South Africa.
The government must realise that to
raise unrealistic expectations that cannot
be delivered, is probably more dangerous
than our current situation. So we need to
tread slowly and think deeply before hastily
adding a bandage to a haemorrhage just for
political expediency.
Over the years, we were told quite
unequivocally that the university is a
business and not a charitable institution.
Accordingly, under Professor Makgoba’s
leadership, free education at the University
of KwaZulu-Natal for all staff and their
children, from academics to cleaners, came
to an end, impacting on the lives of many.
While this move made good business sense,
the ramifications have had far-reaching
consequences.
The development of a nation is dependent on skilled labour and the intellectual
ability of its people. Education is not a
luxury or the domain of the rich and fortunate. It is a basic need. It is the building
block of nations.
If countries like India, Egypt, Russia,
Cuba, Germany and France can offer free
to highly subsidised tertiary education why
can’t we? The irony is that many political
6
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leaders in government today never paid for
their education and in some cases, never
had a formal education. They were either
the recipients of highly subsidised apartheid education or on European sponsored
scholarships during their exile.
For those of us working within the framework of First World rules for Third World
problems the challenges have been great.
A few cases come to mind as examples of
financial woes that were deeply embedded
in social problems. A swarthy middle-aged
woman dressed in formal black attire broke

ment to pay she had brought in a gentleman who looked like he had been coerced
to be there. Her story was that this man was
prepared to buy her house, but that he was
experiencing difficulties with the bank in
raising a loan. They wanted me to waive the
outstanding balance and allow the daughter
to register.
There are hundreds of cases like this of
mostly black students with a smattering of
white, Indian and coloured students who
are struggling to pay up their fees. Many
of those who are eligible for financial aid

the queue of anxious students. She brought
in her exhibits and sat down solidly on
my chaise longue reserved for seriously
disturbed students. Prayers, blessings and
pleas intermittently interspersed her sad
story. Her daughter, who sat quietly besides
the matriarch, was in the final year of her
studies as an engineering student.
She was awaiting financial aid, but the
university would not allow her to register
until she had paid her outstanding balance
of some R5 000. As proof of her commit-

use up their meal and book allowances to
support their families and, in some cases, to
pay for supplementary exams.
When this happens the students go
hungry and battle to concentrate on empty
stomachs. Little wonder, then, that food
is a major item on any and every meeting
agenda, at social functions, seminars and
workshops. To compound the problem
further, there appears to be little creativity
in managing one’s life away from home.
Students often live a distance from super-

markets and with no mode of transport
they are forced to buy at convenience stores
where prices are exorbitant.
Family structures are weak and impoverished, hence many students struggle to
access resources. Apartheid and cultural
practices produced an aftermath of youth
who have grown up with single parents,
who do not know who their fathers are and
who cling to their mothers’ low-paying jobs
as their only source of sustenance and the
only proof of their birth history.
When students tackle the administration
over issues like financial aid and housing,
they are agitating about real issues. Unfortunately, when they lose their patience they
have a tendency to go on a rampage and
cause damage to property and disrupt the
learning environment for others. While
this behaviour cannot be condoned, it is
inevitable if government does not heed the
voices of the people.
Over 21 years into our democracy,
the tension between student leaders and
management is much as it used to be
because government acts reactively, rather
than proactively. Did they not know that
tertiary education was becoming unaffordable for the majority of our people with
growing aspirations? Did students have to
riot to get our attention? The government
should spend less on defence and transfer
the money into education, for the war does
not lie outside our borders, it is within.
This article was first published in The
Mercury, October 27, 2015
Dr. Devi Rajab is a respected South African journalist and former Dean of Student
Development at UKZN and the author of
several books.
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Reminiscing Childhood
Memories of Old Mysore...
by Girija Madhavan

I

was born in 1938 in a house now called
“Sahyadri,” the first of the four large
Railway Bungalows that still stand facing
KRS Road in Vani Vilas Mohalla, diagonally opposite Cheluvamba Park. In those
days, it was known as the Loco Superintendent’s Bungalow. A Scotswoman, Dr.
Gillespie of the Mission [or Holdsworth
Memorial] Hospital, attended on the birth,
in the front left bedroom with the window
with wooden shade [called a ‘Monkey
Top’]. The house was allotted to my father,
M. Venkatesh, who was an engineer of the
old Mysore State Railways.
It was a colonial bungalow set in a large
garden of trees, flowering bushes and
Mahadeva Shastri

creepers. The cork tree my mother, Mukta
Venkatesh, painted still retains its grace.
The small mango tree by the gate that I
climbed as a four-year-old is now a spreading, mature one.
A portico festooned with creepers shaded
the latticed verandah that led into the
house which had large rooms and a raftered
ceiling. Two oval portraits, framed in rosewood, of elderly men looked down from
the walls; my two grandfathers.
This stern visage capped by a Mysore
Peta was that of my paternal grandfather,
A. Mahadeva Shastri, a Sanskrit scholar,
Curator of the Oriental Library of Mysore
in the 1920s. The other [a companion
portrait, now lost] of a man with curling
hair, dark eyes and flaring nostrils, was
my maternal grandfather, A. Madhavaiah,
a novelist who wrote both in Tamil and
English in the 1900s, a social reformer
and a colourful character. I was born many
years after they died.
An early memory is of sitting on the

front step under the roof of the portico and
watching a long golden snake undulating
past.I was surprised at the fuss that ensued
when I recounted what I had seen. A snake
catcher was sent for. Acrid smoke billowed
from the fire he set under the jasmine creepers. The snake was found in an outhouse.
When held up by its tail, it regurgitated five
semi-digested frogs. The gardener, Thimmanna, insisted on killing it. He cremated
it after pouring milk over the carcass to
appease the spirit of the snake-god whom
he called ‘Nagappa.’
Those were days of the Second World
War. I would perch on the garden fence and
watch British Army jeeps and motor cycles

charge and everyone was very concerned
about him.
Mysore had lovely parks, tree-lined roads
and little traffic. An Ursu friend of my
father would pay an early morning call,
riding into the garden on his horse, a fine
animal which snorted and stamped its feet.
The parks beyond the Palace, named Shalimar and Nishat Bagh by Sir Mirza Ismail,
were well-maintained. In what is now called
Kuppanna Park, there was a Bandstand
with a dome of exquisite art deco panels,
sadly all gone now, where the Palace and
Police Bands would sometime play in the
evenings.
Hardinge Circle was not the octopusSahyadri the Railway
Bungalow on KRS road

go by, soldiers on
horror of traffic
A painting of child watching a
furlough from
long golden snake lights and crossthe Cantonment
roads that it is now.
in
Bangalore
There were wedgeon their way to
shaped little lawns
the Krishnaraja
bordered by flower
Sagara (KRS)
bed in the Circle. In
Dam for rest and
the centre, a large
recreation in the
fountain threw up
big hotel there.
cascades of water,
The gardener
glittering, crystal
tried to get me
clear in the day,
to scream ‘Bili
illuminated with
Kothi’ [White
coloured lights at
Monkey]
at
night, ethereal blue
them as they roared past. They were locally changing, chameleon-like, to green, orange
known as ‘Taamies’ [for Tommies].
and red. People would park their cars in the
Processions of young people with flags, Circle and watch the fountain play.
shouting slogans were activists of the Quit
I recall the arrival of a troupe of Tiger
India Movement and would sometimes Dancers or “Huli Vesha.” Accompanied by
march down the street. The Police dealt drum beats, a group of young men and boys
harshly with them. H.Y. Sharada Prasad was would take up positions around the portico
my sister's college-mate and participated in ready for the dancers to begin their act, in
the protests. He was badly injured in a lathi honour of the Goddess Sharada. Painted

over with yellow body paint, bellies marked
in soft white colour, black tiger markings
artistically brushed on, clad in loincloths
and hair held back in black scarves, they
somersaulted into the Circle. Arms and
legs flailing, they jabbed and feinted at each
other, faces set in a rictus of snarling ferocity while I watched with frissons of fear and
fascination from behind the lattice. After a
time, suitably rewarded, they would go to
the next house in the line.
Village drums can still be heard in
Mysuru for a temple festivity or folk event,
but in my childhood they could also augur
something more sinister and serious: funerals, epidemics and the need to propitiate
Huli Vesha painting

the Gods. Close to the railway housing
complex were the villages of Vontikoppal
[the lone village] and Paduvarahalli, forming an urban-rural overlap. Here the village
drums rang out not only for festivities but
also to appease Mariamma, the controlling deity of pestilence and good fortune.
Some¬times it was the announcement of
the start of an epidemic, when the drum
beat was different, with an underlying
menace, a whine from the drumstick being
drawn across the taut leather of the drum
after the initial stroke.
Girija Madhavan is the wife of retired
Indian Ambassador A. Madhavan and
daughter of Mukta Venkatesh, the wellknown painter and poet, who lived for
101 years, painting to
the last. Like her mother
Mukta, Girija Madhavan,
is also a painter. The
Madhavan couple reside
in Yadavagiri, Mysurusi.
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Golf Widow
by Dharma Raman

‘T

his is my wife’, said my husband
to an old man at a golf party last
month. Now golf parties aren’t exactly my
idea of spending an evening but this one
was at a swank seven star hotel I had been
longing to visit. And the food was certain
to not disappoint. So there I was in an
opulent hall brimming with golfers, enjoying themselves to the hilt like children let
loose in a trade fair. Right at the entrance
was a ‘putting’ competition. In the middle,
a gigantic screen beamed the British open
tournament and in a corner stood a line of
golfers waiting for their turn to play before
a golf simulator—a virtual screen that
recreates a beautiful course from another
part of the world.
For once, men did not huddle around
the bar but could be seen all over the place
that throbbed with excitement. Wives were
mostly seated, indulging in small talk, waiting for dinner to be served.
The said old man has apparently been
teeing off with my husband regularly. Even
as the introduction was being made, I
noticed the ‘look’ he gave me—loaded with
sympathy and compassion.’ So you are
Mrs. Raman? Tut Tut.’ Ok. So why is being
Mrs. Raman considered such a sad thing?
I mean, we have our differences, but we
certainly have our moments too, don’t we?
Old man repeated the question a few times
before being reassured by another common
friend that I was indeed Mrs. Raman before
whisking me away to a table with a few
unknown women sipping mocktails. Of
course, husband had moved on and merged
with the crowd in a jiffy and I was left to
‘enjoy the party’.
I settled down, juice in hand, munching delicious short eats. Might as well
make the most of what I got. Woman
next to me enquired whose wife I was and
revealed whose she was. Even pointed out
her husband lounging in a corner, his eyes
glued to the screen. I couldn’t do the same,
since mine was nowhere to be seen.
After half an hour, old man tottered to
our table, clearly aiming at me. He sat
opposite to me and gave me the sympathy look all over again. ‘Are you REALLY
Mrs. Raman?’ Exasperated, I continued
to concentrate on my food. ‘You are a real
Golf widow....tut tut’ he declared, nodding
his head. I tried hard not to react, heading
to the huge spread with plate in hand. Golf
widows are women who lose their husbands
to golf. And much like death, this loss is
irreparable and irreconcilable. It has the
same finality as death and the unsuspecting
wife may never know when it strikes. Till
Golf do us part!
To put things in perspective, my husband
is an avid golfer. Which means he plays golf
8
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seven times a week. I think it was sometime
in 2007 that he was introduced to the game
by a friend who also gave him a hand- me-

And so husband started golfing or rather
practising putting with a few mentors who
find time to initiate others into the game.

“Golfers are a class apart. They not only
invest a huge chunk of their time for the
game, they infuse it with such passion
and perseverance that is hard to fathom.
No sooner do they finish one game, they
plan tee off time for the next one....”
down golf set that he could use to practise.
If you haven’t seen a golf set, let me tell
you that it is one of the most humungous
and disproportionate sporting equipment
that one can imagine. It has assorted clubs
sticking out of a large bag with pouches
from every crevice meant to accommodate
balls and random accessories for the game.

I wonder why they never seek permission
from spouses before doing so, considering the far-reaching impact and disastrous
consequences that the game has on the non
playing spouse.
Ok, playing a sport is a great hobby. But
wait, is golf like any other sport? I doubt it.
Any other sport is played a couple of hours

during the day. Golf is played throughout
the day or so it seems. Golfers are a class
apart. They not only invest a huge chunk
of their time for the game, they infuse it
with such passion and perseverance that is
hard to fathom. No sooner do they finish
one game, they plan tee off time for the
next one. Phone conversations are all about
getting the right group, coordinating with
each other, planning the time. Parties are
thrown for birdie and hole in one. Tournaments are played during the weekend,
culminating in a prize distribution over
cocktails and dinner on Sunday evening.
Every once in a while, a bunch of golfers
pile into a car and head for cooler climes
to tee off. And nope, they can’t be reached
on their mobile, since they play all day,
stretch their tired limbs in the evening and
set off again at the crack of dawn. Theory
abounds that greenery in the golf course is
what makes this game addictive. Not sure.
But what I do know is that husband cannot
be coaxed into a vacation to any place that
doesn’t hold the allure of a golf course.
I am often asked why don’t I play golf
too? Well, honestly, I have never been
great at sports of any kind and can’t see
myself focused for hours on hitting one ball
repeatedly until it reaches the designated
hole, braving the sun and rain - mostly sun
and getting tanned for love of the sport.
Here are some home truths from a golf
widow of eight years - A golfer, when not
playing, is thinking golf. Golf is played in
sweltering heat, pouring rain and biting
cold. And it is always ‘excellent’ in the
course, even when lesser mortals complain
of bad weather.
The good news is you can pick up the
clubs at any age when you find the time to
spend half a day chasing a ball with singleminded devotion, getting a good work out
in the process. No wonder for most people,
the search for the perfect sport ends with
golf. Who knows, I might head off with my
husband one of these days and we might
become a ‘couple’ again!
Dharma Raman is a lawyer practising
in the Madras High Court, working
for an eminent lawyer specialising in
Company law and arbitration. She has
vast experience as a divorce lawyer and
marriage counsellor as well. Keenly
interested in the arts, Dharma has acted
in English plays and has performed at
venues in Mumbai and Bengaluru. She
has appeared in TV
shows in Tamil channels. Dharma also
dabbles in writing—a
hobby that she enjoys
the most.
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Do you believe in Omens?
by V.S. Gopalakrishnan

H

uman beings seem inherently superstitious tending
to invest all forms of nature with attributes both good
and bad. A very big chunk of Indians tend to think that
tortoises and owls are associated with bad luck! However,
I wouldn’t take them seriously enough as I have tried to
explain in this article, based on my experiences and examples from Hindu mythology.
Why do people collect curios? For their beauty, their

smaller, with flatter shells and they have more body parts
exposed to the outside.
How do I convince the Cassandras who try to predict
calamity for me for possessing tortoise-curios? My first
argument is from Indian sources, the Puranas. In Indian
mythology, Lord Vishnu, the preserver of the Universe,
takes ten “avatars” (human forms with the powers of demigods) at various times to rid the world from the demons—

tain in the sea was pulled on one side by devas and on the
other side by asuras, and from this churning process, nectar
was supposed to emerge, which, when consumed would
grant immortality to the winning side of either devas or
asuras. However, the mountain would not rotate smoothly
and was wobbling. To help easy churning, Vishnu took
the form of a Kurma (tortoise) as a base for the mountain
which then stayed firm. The nectar produced was wrested

“Over the last forty
years, I have personally
collected two separate
sets of curios from all
over the world. The first
set contains tortoises and
turtles while the second set
has got owls of different
shapes and shades....”
rarity or as good luck charms? Over the last forty years, I
have personally collected two separate sets of curios from all
over the world. The first set contains tortoises and turtles
while the second set has got owls of different shapes and
shades. They are not large in size but are in large numbers.
So, I can only put a score of them on display in my drawing
room. My tortoises and owls, made of jade, crystal glass,
ivory, wood, marble, ceramic etc. have an aesthetic appeal
and attract the attention and admiration from visitors. But there are those visitors who recoil on
seeing them! A very big chunk of Indians tend to
think that tortoises and owls are associated with
bad luck! The bad luck could be robberies, loss
of property, serious illness and even death!
I have no qualms over making such collections. If these animals and birds brought bad
luck, why would they be made and sold at
all in the first place in India? And who would
buy them then? As I am an artist and a lover
of aesthetics, curios of tortoises and owls have
always captivated me. They are not particularly
beautiful like tigers and peacocks, but they have
a strange and attractive uncommonness! Even if
you pay me a million dollars, I would not like to
have a collection of crows in my sitting room! There
are different categories of crows such as raven, carrion,
jackdaw etc. I have seen crows with a very white
and very broad neck band in Africa!
Below is a photo of my collection of
tortoise-curios and they are only a few in
number due to the constraints of space.
Many are stacked away in the loft. A photo
image may not thrill you but viewing the
original objects at close range may well inspire
gasps of admiration. One or two have been
dropped by the excited visitor whose clumsiness
I have generously dismissed.
I have not just tortoises but also turtles. Tortoises
normally spend a lot of time on land but turtles generally
stay in water. The former are big and have huge curving
shells and their body parts are well hidden. Turtles are

very powerful fighters—who trouble the common people,
pious sages and even kings. Lord Rama and Lord Krishna
were two of such avatars, the seventh and the eighth.
The second avatar is known as Kurma (meaning
tortoise in Sanskrit) avatar. As per this myth, there was a
competition between devas (righteous gods) and asuras
(demons) for extracting
nectar from the sea. A
long and powerful
serpent placed
on a large
moun-

from the demons by the good devas who consumed it
with the help of Vishnu’s assistance. This myth dispels the
notion that a tortoise is a harbinger of bad luck. This is a
story I recount to the Cassandras. Well, if you go beyond
India, tortoises are considered sacred in Japan and China.
Their life span, the longest in the animal kingdom at 300
years, makes them special and worthy of worship!
Now what about owls, the nocturnal birds that give
you an accusing look with their huge rounded
eyes? Here is a photo of my truncated collection
of owls.
In India, many people believe that owls
are evil and bring bad luck. But I don’t have
to try very hard to defend them. The owl is
the vahana (vehicle) used by the Goddess
Lakshmi, the goddess of wealth and wife of
Lord Vishnu. But Yama the god of Death uses
the owl as an emissary.
Many ancient cultures had strong beliefs
pertaining to the Owl. It occupied a special
place in Celtic cults as a guide through the
Underworld, a sacred animal with magical
powers. Its ability to see in the dark attracted
both positive and negative connotations. It
inspired fear and respect associated with death
and dark magic, its hoot a portent of bad luck
and a bad omen. In Greek mythology the owl
sits on the shoulder of Athena the Goddess of
Wisdom and is therefore sacred. Its staring eyes
and nocturnal habits make it a special creature.
Human beings seem inherently superstitious tending to invest all forms of nature with attributes both
good and bad.
Dr. V.S.Gopalakrishnan lives in Mumbai and served for
over thirty years in the Indian Administrative Service
followed by tenure in the post of Director
General, World Trade Centre, Mumbai.
He is an avid reader and passionate writer
of articles on a variety of subjects. He has
multiple talents and interests as a painter,
cartoonist and vocalist.
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The Art of Giving
By Sunayana Panda

Illustration by Giles Herdman

I

t was past eleven o’clock at night but
Padma couldn’t sleep. She lived alone
in a vast flat in London. Sometimes she
felt like a ghost, living with the objects
that belonged to another life, the life
which she had lived with her husband.
Where was he now? After thirty-five
years of marriage he had left this home
they had so lovingly set up to go and live
in India.
Her friends often asked her how
Michael, an Englishman, had chosen
to end his days in India while she, an
Indian woman, couldn’t leave London.
Her answer was, “We loved each other
so much that he became more Indian
than me and I became more British than
him.”
She sighed as she got out of bed. There
were nights like these when she found
herself wide awake. “Let me just sit in
front of the TV until I feel sleepy again”,
she thought. The divorce from her
husband had left her heartbroken and
often sleepless. Padma wondered what
Michael was doing at this very moment
in his flat in Mumbai. “He must be fast
asleep in the arms of his new girlfriend.
And she is young enough to be his granddaughter,” she thought.
They had spent ten years in Mumbai
where Michael was working for an international bank. She was the hostess that
everyone talked about. All those dinners,
those endless parties, those lovely saris
she wore when they went out, had all
vanished into the dim past.
Even after they had moved back to
London the social whirl continued. But
now the emptiness of her days echoed
through the large flat. Even though she
had her own little cottage in the hills in
Nainital, where she spent the winters to
break the monotony of her life, it still
could not fill up the void in her heart.
Only that morning Michael had
phoned her, out of the blue. She thought
he was going to tell her that he was missing her. But, no, it wasn’t that at all. He
had called her to tell her that Mukesh,
a gallery-owner, an old acquaintance in
Mumbai, wanted to buy a painting they
had bought in India for their London
home many years ago.
“I have told him that he could have it.
He is ready to pay fifty thousand dollars
for it.” Was that all he could think of,
some deal he had made with a galleryowner? “Don’t be surprised if he turns up
in London one of these days,” he said.
Why did Michael suddenly feel the need
for money? Maybe he wanted to buy a
flat or a house for the young woman who
was living with him.
10
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“I don’t feel like selling it,” was Padma’s
answer as she hung up.
As she flicked through the channels, Padma’s attention was caught by
a discussion on the subject of freedom
of expression in India. Suddenly she
heard a sentence that made her sit up.
“M. F. Husain, who died last week in
London.....” someone was saying. What?
M. F. Husain had died!
She sat bolt upright. How had she
missed that news? “This is what happens
when you watch romantic movies all day
long,” she scolded herself. She rushed
to her guest room. In the dimness of

man. It was Mukesh, the gallery-owner
from Mumbai. The fat, middle-aged
man came up to her and said, “Padmaji, I was waiting for you. If you have a
few minutes we could have a cup of tea
together.”
“I am very tired now,” muttered Padma.
“I need to rest a bit. May be after that.”
She went up to her flat and sat on her
armchair from where, through the open
window, she could see Mukesh waiting
in the cafe. He wasn’t alone. There was
someone else with him, a tall well-built
man. An hour passed and the men were
still there. Padma was terrified. She knew

“In the dimness of the night she
stood in front of a large painting
on the wall. Three wild horses,
painted in bold red brush-strokes,
were jumping towards the sky...”
the night she stood in front of a large
painting on the wall. Three wild horses,
painted in bold red brush-strokes, were
jumping towards the sky. So that was
why Mukesh wanted to buy the painting!
The next morning she pulled out the
certificate of sale. It was in the names of
both Mr. and Mrs. Andrews. It was as
much hers as his. She phoned Christie’s
and asked them to come and have a look
at the painting. She wanted a valuation
as soon as possible. They gave her a date
for the valuation visit but it was quite
some time away.
One afternoon as she was coming back
from the local supermarket she saw someone wave at her from the cafe across the
street, near her flat. She recognised the

that the painting was very valuable, now
that Husain had died. What if they came
up and forced the door and took her
painting away?
At eight o’clock, seeing that they were
still sitting there, she put on Michael’s
old raincoat and a big hat. She walked in
the shadows as fast as she could until she
reached the tube station.
Her friend Helen was surprised to see
her at that time of night. Padma poured
her story out to Helen and her husband.
Around midnight they accompanied her
to her flat and took the painting back to
their house in their big car.
The next morning Michael phoned
and wanted to know why she hadn’t
given the painting to Mukesh who had

come for it. “I thought I had told you I
did not want to sell it,” Padma told him
firmly.
“I gave him my word,” he said. “And the
man has taken a bank loan after putting
up his own house as a guarantee,” he
added, ending the heated conversation.
A few weeks later Helen’s husband
brought the painting back to Padma’s
flat. The team from Christie’s came and
had a look. They valued it at a hundred
thousand dollars but they also informed
her that in an auction it would get her
a little more. Padma couldn’t believe her
ears.
A week after that Christie’s sent an
armoured vehicle to take the Husain
painting for auction. It fetched five
hundred thousand dollars. A collector in
New York had bought it, she was told.
Padma went to her bank the following month. The manager, who knew her
well, stood up when he saw her coming.
“I have to give Michael his share of the
money from the sale of the painting,
Mr. Taylor,” said Padma. “I would like
to make an international money transfer.
It will be exactly half of the amount I
received after the deductions.”
It was mid-November already when
Padma started packing her cases to travel
to India for the winter months. Picking
up the phone on an impulse she called
Helen over for a cup of tea that weekend.
As the two women enjoyed the soft
light of the late afternoon by the window
they remembered those tense moments
of the past.
“What a night, that was!” Helen said,
shaking her head.
“Yes, the man from Mumbai thought
we were ignorant old fools. He had
planned to buy that painting from us
for a few dollars. After that he would
himself have sold it at an international
auction and made a fortune.” Padma
poured some more tea into her cup.
“Poor Michael! He thought he was being
offered a fantastic sum.”
“You know, in your place, I would have
just kept that money for myself. I would
have never let Michael know that the
painting had been sold,” said Helen.
“Darling, I believe in fair play. I grew
up hearing stories of how the British
stood for fair play. You see, now I have
become more British than him,” said
Padma and calmly sipped her tea.
Sunayana Panda is a
writer and an actress.
She divides her time
between London and
Pondicherry in India.
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Secret Garden
by Malathy Sitaram

I

n my last Musings column in the August issue of Confluence, I ended by saying that I would talk about my garden
in the next issue.
I like visiting gardens. A day spent visiting a famous garden,
looking at its artful compositions of colour, light and shade,
height and shape brings about a feeling of euphoria. The
British are known for their long-standing love of gardening
with most suburban homes (barring flats) boasting varying
sizes of lawn and flowerbeds. The Chelsea Flower Show is
an international attraction in May. Stately homes with their
huge estates are a feast of colour and symmetry in spring and
summer and attract hordes of visitors. The myriad forms of
nature are breathtaking..
I spent my childhood and youth in S.Bombay where we
lived in a five storey block of flats in the fifties. I remember
that we were lucky in that we had a rectangular lawn on one
side of the building which we were lucky enough to overlook.
There was a flower border and I recall that I was fascinated by
the small red and yellow flowers that adorned it. They may
have been daisies but there were also marigolds, sunflowers,
dahlias and roses. I remember the Mali who kept the lawn
looking neat and who tended the flowers. I remember the
gulmohur tree with its stunning display of orange flowers
in many streets and also bougainvillea climbing up walls of
houses. I can never forget the vistas of the sea bordered by the
ubiquitous coconut palms.
In India the fierce summer heat scorches lawns and the
main floral display is in autumn and winter. A great deal of
water is needed to keep the garden going. In recent visits to
South India I noticed that there is a wonderful display of brilliantly coloured foliage plants in pots lined up at the entrance
to houses and hotels. There is always a special place for the
Tulsi plant in courtyards of Hindu homes. I tend to visit
India in the winter months and I fall in love with the profusion of stunningly beautiful, enormous trees lining the roads,
their spreading branches providing welcome shade but also
gladdening the heart with their beauty. The neem, peepul,
banyan, laburnum, jacaranda, champak, sandalwood, casuarina, eucalyptus, mango, tamarind and other fruit bearing
trees are only some of the huge range of trees in India. Shrubs
include the magnificent Raat Ki Rani whose intoxicating
perfume pervades the night.
It was the Mughals who brought with them the concept
of a garden to India in the 16th century. Fountains played
an important part in those gardens. The British followed the
Mughals as rulers of India and when their womenfolk arrived
to set up homes they were able to indulge their passion for
gardening with the help of the army of servants to hand. They
introduced dozens of English plants that can flower only in
the cooler time of year in India and soon the flower show in
spring became a fixture. Most of the hill stations in India,
such as Ooty, Simla, Coonoor etc.continue to hold competitive flower shows every year. It is hugely important to win.
None of these gardens would survive without the assiduous
attention of malis.
The English garden around my house is beautiful even
though I say so and I am the mali. We are lucky to have a
walled garden and although it was already landscaped when
we moved in 32 years ago, it lacked design, harmony and
colour. The previous owners must have thought that sombre
yews were just the thing though I had always thought that
they adorned graveyards.
Browsing through nursery catalogues, I decided that
my garden should be a mix of perennial and herbaceous

shrubs which would tend to look after themselves as my life
as a teacher afforded little time for other pursuits. I drew
diagrams and allocated likely plants to each section on the
basis of height, flowering calendar and need for sun or shade.
It seemed important to have shrubs that yielded interest each
month of the year through highly coloured foliage or flowers

or scent. And so the orders for a great many plants went out
and I set out to dig and prepare the soil with good compost
enriched with fertiliser. A small nursery traded just down the
lane from us and the nursery men were paid to remove the
offending yews, shift some small trees and make space available for new shrubs. The planting was spread over a few years
and bulbs planted in carefully chosen spots. Hardy cyclamen,
crocus, daffodils and fritillaries were chosen but in limited
numbers as they did not come cheaply! I planted dozens of

tulips but they have not survived. What on earth happens to
the bulbs? They simply disappear. The daffodils appear on
time every year and the crocuses but not tulips. So now I
plant a few in tubs.
Thirty two years after we moved in, the result of my master
plan is very pleasing. Let me confess that I am not a real
gardener. Not for me, the sowing from seed, the propagation
of plants, the hours spent in a greenhouse. I have neither
the time, nor the inclination. I visit nurseries, choose young
plants in pots and re-plant them in the garden with all the
necessary care and love and wait for results. We are fortunate
that the soil is very good but will not house lime-hating plants
which I have planted instead in large tubs. I weed, dig and
feed, deadhead and prune; my husband waters. The plants
in tubs are always thirsty and we have three rain water butts.
I dread droughts.
We love our densely planted little garden and consider
ourselves so lucky to have found a house with a wall around it.
How we found it and acquired it is another interesting story
which I shall not narrate here. I have retired from teaching
now but when I was in the classroom, the stress and feelings of
disharmony just slipped away when I returned home, opened
the heavy oak gate behind which my secret garden awaited
me. Shutting the gate seemed to banish the cares of the world
outside. This must be what an oasis feels like. Not just providing water for the weary but also soothing frayed nerves and
gently restoring one’s spirits and vigour after a frenetic day in a
classroom. Every time one enters the garden, one is immediately transported to a place that pleases the senses so much with
its familiar shapes, scents and bird calls. The birds think we are
just passers-by in their territory and the robin in particular is
very tame. The bird table is on the south facing side of the
house and the birds love left-over rice. The blackbird’s songs
are enthralling. I sometimes engage in a whistling competition
with it. In summer, hundreds of bees seem intoxicated with
the lavender, the buddleia and the caryopteris. Butterflies too.
Twenty years ago a vixen took up residence under the garden
shed in January and gave birth to several cubs in March. We
had a free show for a couple of months of vixen and chocolate
brown cubs gambolling on the lawn. We would walk past
within a couple of feet of them and were ignored. They left by
July but fortunately we had taken quite a few photographs of
vixen and cubs and we show them off to visitors.
This summer of 2015 will never be forgotten because each
and every flowering plant has produced a sensational show
of stunning flowers starting with the bulbs in March, heralding the arrival of a continuous flowering of different plants
at different times. Now in September we have the pinks of
the Japanese anemone, and the deep blue of the caryopteris
and our old rose creeper which is apparently unable to stop
flowering even after four months with the added bonus of its
quite heavenly scent. The name of the very old rose is Ena
Harkness. I wonder who she was.
A feeling of serene tranquillity surrounds the house and will
be there long after we have gone.
Malathy Sitaram was the first Asian teacher of English in
Wiltshire schools. She was the first Asian to be appointed to
the Swindon Bench of Justices of the Peace
and also the first magistrate in the country to
be appointed to serve on the new Sentencing
Guidelines Committee under the Chairmanship of the Lord Chief Justice from
2004 to 2010
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The Poetry Muse
CHITRANGADA
Princess of Manipur
Swift arrows fly from her bow
Her lithe body like a flying javelin
Zooms through the foliage
Warrior prince Arjun is her target
The arrows become flowers in her scented hair
Drugged by love and desire
Warrior princess Chitrangada
Becomes lovelorn Radha
But Arjun is insatiable
The desirable luscious fruit
Is just dessert, hunger now rises
For a glimpse of the warrior princess
That wish too is fulfilled
Chitrangada the seductress
Now becomes Arjun’s partner
For better or for worse
The warrior princess’s caveat
To the warrior prince melted the lines of control
Let us be equal partners in peace and war
Let us entwine arms, stand side by side
Self assurance, dignity and tender grace
Bonded the lovers
“I have many flaws and blemishes
I am a traveller in the great world-path,
My garments are dirty
And my feet are bleeding with thorns”
Softly murmured
The Bard of Santiniketan’s Chitra
Powerful yet not conceited
The visionary poet’s Chitra
The Princess of Manipur
Also the princess of the people
Scripted a mantra for every woman,
Princess or pauper“I am Chitra. No goddess to be worshipped, nor yet
The object of common pity to be brushed aside
Like a moth, with indifference. “
Sanjukta Dasgupta is Professor,
Dept of English. Dean, Faculty
of Arts Calcutta University.
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Surrogate Son
The boy was birthed by Caesarean section,
full term spent in his host mother’s womb.
His origin, exotic, a laboratory feat;
feisty female egg fertilised by the sperm
of a Spanish male donor (or, so it is averred).
A treatment denied in the land of her birth.
Many years dormant, frozen and sealed,
a healthy embryo grows, freshly implanted,
surrogate, in the belly of a fifty-year–old.
The lady, a spinster, of charm and intellect,
heads a flourishing, professional practice
in London’s affluent, St John’s Wood.
With dark shiny hair and olive-coloured skin,
the boy, now three, spends a summer break in Spain.
His mother, impervious to his obscure genetic past,
bows down and caters to his every passing whim.
‘Uno, dos, tres’, he readily sings in Spanish;
one senses that the world will soon be at his feet.
Migel Jayasinghe is the author of
‘Solace in Verse’ (2013) SBPRA.
He is also a retired Occupational
Psychologist in the UK.

Cacophony
What is this noise?
This chaos, I caused?
Disharmony, I brought?
Discord, I mixed and stirred?
Why the cacophony of mixed voices?
Why the murmur of hushed tones?
Over what?
The color of my skin?
Tell me then
Just why do you flirt with tanning yourself?
Still Hope
Dashed against the fissured wall
My heart bled profusely
And my ashy trembling hands
Picked it up
It was still beating, albeit slowly
“Put me back, put me back” it was whispering.
Anita Nahal is currently a diversity
consultant, and has previously served
as Assistant Provost for International
Programs and Associate Professor of
History at Howard university. http://
diversitydiscover.com/founder.html
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Reginald Massey
awarded first
prize for poem

I see you
in that wisp
of cloud
spray painted
like a spiral
on the clear blue sky.
I feel you
in that turquoise
expanse
of smiling waves
on that
other surf outlined shore.
I sense you
in that
lilting breeze
that lifts the palm fronds
teases my hair
and caresses my face.

The Woman with a Baby
Lilacs and tulips sprouting
from the slants of her eyes
Her yellow face
shimmering in white sunlight
Her body, a luminescent garden
Life within life dancing on
Feather feet
The rising belly, a tight sponge
Puffed into lightness

You are so
beyond
my reach.
So wonderful
so much
my dream.

Lingering pasts
In the ruins of the fortress
at Macau,

And then.
I see
the million shells
some smooth and shiny
some with serrated edges
and knobbly surfaces
some pearly white, others coloured.
I feel
the fine grains
of white sand
drizzling
through my fingers
embracing my toes.
I sense
the lulling
waves
on whose crest
I float
the burning sun on my face.
And I say,
This too is beautiful
though not my dream.
And I ask
for the strength
to accept
what is within my reach
and what is not….
Dr Swati Pal is an
Associate Professor of
English at Janki Devi
Memorial
College,
Delhi University

Her hands going in circles
Caressing the baby inside,
On the cozy pathway
Whispering history in Portuguese,
Old times hanging with roots
from the tired branches
of Banyan trees;
Whiffs of future blowing
from the citadel of the present,
Singing the song of her body
The woman walked
Through smoke and dust
Our eyes met,
Chinese with Indian,
Entwined in maternity
Not mediated by English;
Tiny movements rising
in our bellies,
fish churning in the ocean,
birds flapping wings through the skies
drooping eyelids, batting heavy
ready to enter light
and exit the bliss of sleep.

Forward Poetry, Britain’s largest publisher of poetry,
recently held a competition on the theme of Love is in
the Air. Massey’s poem Existentiale was awarded the first
prize by the judges. The winner commented: “This goes
to show how South Asians are contributing to British
writing, art and culture. We are now in what is termed the
mainstream. The patronising label Ethnic writing is now
deposited in the dustbin of history.”
Existentiale
The surrealist shadows on the hills
grotesquely change
as the Constable clouds
bespangle the blue;
and the mist
nestling in the valley's thighs
waits patiently
for the wanted wind.
The stream gushing its wailful chant
continues its valleyed way
and the mountains sing
in sea-green symphony . . .
We were prepared for the sunset
and the moonrise.
The night sky in July
was an artist's cry;
while the moon climbed over hilldoms of pines
and the panther relaxed
on the rock face.
It was then that we
were caught in a cloud
and the mist
mingled with your hair,
and the droplets clung to your curls
like a million million pearls.
And through the furls of your cold dress
permeated your urgent
and warm caress.
Preserve that moment and save the soul.
The whole world can be redeemed;
The whole world can be redeemed
If the solitary second
Is wisely weaned.
Reginald Massey has been writing a regular Book Page for Confluence for years. His
poetry and prose on a variety of subjects
have been widely published. Most of his
books are available from Amazon UK.

Sukrita Paul Kumar, born in Kenya,
lives currently in Delhi, writing
poetry and teaching literature.
Currently, she holds the Aruna Asaf
Ali Chair at Cluster Innovation
Centre, University of Delhi. Ink and
Line, a book of poems written on her
paintings has been recently published.
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Mumbai Expressions
Anju Makhija
ward region of Marathwada, (Maharashtra) has increased this year due to severe
drought conditions. Irrigation water is
being diverted for drinking purposes and
industries.
The government, too, is adding to the
negative mood prevalent these days by
imposing bans. There was a recent one on
internet pornography. But, as the Supreme
Court observed: the state should not be
getting into what people do in the privacy
of their rooms. Today, the state is deciding
pornography is not acceptable. If this goes

According to a major meat-seller: nothing
should be banned in a democratic set up.
Why are we going backwards.
Another issue that has been in the limelight is the building of the coastal road from
Mumbai’s famous Marine Drive to distant
suburbs. The big question is: how will it
endanger the environment?
Fortunately, in-depth study on the impact
of reclamations in Mumbai has laid down
suggestions for future acquisition of land
from the sea for ambitious infrastructure
projects like the coastal road. The study
Chaitanya Tamhane

M T Vasudevan Nair
won the Landmark
Literature Live! Lifetime
Achievement Award at
last year’s event.

I

t must be said: Indian television is turning out to be an irrepressible monster. In
a country like ours, despite the phenomenal
growth of internet and related technology,
TV remains a major influence specially in
villages and middle-class homes. While
reality shows, like Fear Factor, have been
adding to the violent environment, believe
it or not, it’s the news programmes that
have become unbearably sensational. Many
are turning into virtual circus acts with
aggressive interviews and provocative clips!
The recent Indrani Mukerjea-Sheena
Bora case—involving a mother murdering
her daughter—is a case in point. Almost
every channel opened its news broadcast
with this shocking scenario. Indrani, the
mother, is the wife of media magnate, Peter
Mukerjea, and TV reports chose to delve
even into their private lives.
A Mumbai ex-police commissioner
rightly condemned this kind of coverage
saying that it would influence an unbiased
investigation. At this point, the complexity
of the case has instigated a CBI investigation. Of course, Bollywood is cashing in on
this tamasha and a film based on the case is
already in the works.
Other significant issues, like farmer
suicides, have been sidelined. It’s interesting to note that India’s suicide rate is up by
16%. According to WHO, the country is
becoming the suicide capital of the world—
one person commits suicide every hour! In
cities, hectic schedules, traffic congestions,
commuting problems and increasing cost
of living have led to rising levels of frustration and low tolerance according to experts.
Farmer suicides are mainly due to debts and
related financial difficulties. The number of
farmers committing suicides in the back-
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Scenes at last year’s Ganesh Chaturthi festival.

unchallenged, tomorrow it might lay down
other rules based on its notion of morality.
The government backed off, stating that
they were trying to control child porno.
The other controversial ban that was
imposed recently was prohibiting animal
killing. The Bombay Municipal Corporation (BMC) prevented slaughterhouses
from operating for four days during Paryushan (fasting period for Jains). The Gujaratis and Jains have taken over most of the
business in Mumbai and are quite influential. But, there has to be limits surely. Naturally, other communities revolted—why
this special treatment? As expected, it did
not go well with those consuming meat.

was conducted by the National Institute of
Oceanography (NIO).
September ushered in the huge Ganesh
Chaturthi festival. It has been growing at
the staggering rate of 30% per annum!
Mumbaikars welcomed the elephant god,
Ganpati, this time with many eco-friendly
idols. Also, the music sound level was
carefully monitored by the authorities.
Devotional and bhakti music. Now, India’s
largest music company, Saregama (earlier
HMV), is launching a first-of-its-kind classical music app, which will feature 50 radio
stations, 400-plus artistes and over 800
compositions across Hindustani, Carnatic
and fusion genres. Saregama has the largest

music archive and catalogue in India.
The cultural scene is also picking up
after the monsoons. Literary festivals are
just around the corner. Literature Alive,
Mumbai’s biggest fest, launched its flash
fiction and poetry contest recently. Being
on the jury, allowed me to get an inside look
at the event. No doubt about it—poetry is
in our bones with our centuries-old poetic
traditions.
Small publishers, like Poetrywalla, have
also ensured that more poets are getting
published. There is, of course, the question
of quality. In the internet age, almost everyone claims to be a poet! With the result, the
reclusive poet, writing memorable poems,
is often lost in the pack.
The film, Court, by debutante filmmaker
Chaitanya Tamhane, has been selected as
India’s official entry for the Oscars in the
best foreign language category of the Academy Awards for ‘16. It exposes the rot in
the judicial system. Many were surprised
to know that filmmaker, Tamhane, has had
no formal training in cinema and has to his
credit just one short film, Six Strands.
Celebrated Iranian director, Majid
Majidi’s film, Muhammad: The Messenger of
God, has landed in trouble here. There’s a
fatwa from a Mumbai-based Sunni organization. Majidi, known across the world
for his moving films of childhood, like
the Children of Heaven and The Colour of
Paradise, stated that there have been around
200 films made on Jesus Christ, many on
Moses, and 42 on Buddha. For the prophet
of Islam, there are only 2! He invited those
who condemned the film to first watch it.
Two Years Eight Months and Twenty Eight
Nights by Salman Rushdie has been well
received among critics. But, many feel it’s
a hard book to read in a world with shrinking attention span. Now, the publishing
industry is launching phone books. The
company Juggernaut (headed by wellknown editor Chiki Sarkar) is entering the
market in a big way. These phone books can
be accessed via an app and read on smart
phones. Sarkar pointed out that length will
be shorter but, ‘there’s going to be a robust
proper physical list and e-books as well’. So,
authors can look forward to increased sales.
Let’s hope the quality remains exemplary.
Anju Makhija is a Sahitya Akademi, awardwinning poet, translator and playwright
based in Mumbai. Her books include:
Seeking the Beloved: the poetry of Shah
Abdul Latif (16th century sufi poet). She
has written for several publications including Indian Express, Pioneer, Independent
and Mid-Day. anjumakhija17@gmail.com
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Sir Albert Howard Memorial Conference, Indore: A Round Up

SOIL PILGRIMAGE: Dr Vandana Shiva
Calls for Giving Back to the Earth
by Deepa Vanjani

F

or them it was a ‘soil pilgrimage’. In
the year that the United Nations has
declared as the International Year of Soils
and there is talk of soil health as a major
environmental concern, these crusaders
set out to spread the message of ‘Law of
Returns’, i.e. giving back to the earth.
From Gandhiji’s Sevagram Ashram,
Maharashtra on 2 October, the team was
in central India to be part of the Sir Albert
Howard Memorial Conference. It was this
concern for the soil that was the crux of
the Conference held in the Agriculture
College, Indore, on 4 October 2015 to
recognise the pioneering contribution of
Sir Albert Howard in making Organic
Farming a buzzword globally.
The conference was a joint venture
of the Agriculture College, Navdanya,
Banyan Tree, Jaivik Setu, Jimmy McGilligan Center for Sustainable Development,
Sustainable Food Network and Prayog.
World -renowned environmental activist,
listed among the world’s seven most influential feminists by Forbes in 2010, Dr
Vandana Shiva was the chief speaker in
the conference. Other speakers included
Mr. Andre Leu from Australia, President,
International Federation of Organic Agricultural Movements [IFOAM] Mr. Will
Allen, anthropologist, environmentalist, and organic farmer and Mr. Ronnie
Cummins, director, Organic Consumers
Association [OCA], both from the U.S.
The chief guest on the occasion was ViceChancellor of the Agriculture University,
Gwalior, Prof. A.K. Singh.
Having authored more than twenty
books, Dr Shiva, has made relentless
efforts for promoting organic farming,
for preserving indigenous varieties of
seeds, as well as biodiversity, through
‘Navdanya’[spread across 18 states in
India] and ‘Beej Vidyapeeth’. In a brief
conversation with me, she was emphatic
about the fact that we have to go back to
the ‘law of returns’. “It is shameful that
when farmers are being suppressed and
exploited, when multi-nationals are profiting, the government isn’t changing its
policies, even when the success of organic
farming has been established and proven.”
Soya and palm oils were traditionally
never used for cooking in India, she says,
adding that soya has been dumped upon
us. She is concerned over food becoming
a subject of exploitation, and the need is
to initiate a third freedom movement to
redeem it from this so that the urban and
rural population can establish a connect.
“We have to stop exploiting the earth

and respect the farmer as the ‘annadata’
[the giver of food], the source of our sustenance. The bee, who takes nectar from
flowers, does not kill the flower. Rather it
gives back in the form of pollination and
pollination alone contributes 200 billion
dollars to the economy,” was her clarion

Not all pests damage crops. This
concept of using excessive pesticides and
weedicides is destroying friendly pests
and therefore it is a failed strategy since
pests have increased manifold. We have
to work in tandem with nature by letting
a crop cycle be complete. In her address
With Will Allen at
the place Sir Albert
Howard developed
the Indore method of
composting.

Dr. Vandana Shiva
Speakers at the Sir Albert Howard Memorial Conference

call in her speech during the conference.
‘Ecological narcotic’ is what she calls
pesticides, which according to her do not
work. It is diversity that controls pests.
Even friendly pests are being destroyed
by the unconstrained use of pesticides,
weedicides, and insecticides. Pesticides
are working to poison our food, a thought
also shared by Padma Shri Dr Mrs. Janak
Palta founder trustee and vice-chairperson
of Jimmy McGilligan Center for Sustainable Development in Indore.

she emphatically called for an attitude of
gratitude and not exploitation towards
our earth. In India we never had the
concept of single crop farming. But now
this trend has led to high cost of production leading to debt and suicides, a trap
for farmers, while our tradition has always
been one of mixed farming. Chemical
agriculture is assaulting our earth’s ability;
it has destroyed 93% plant diversity and
results in huge loss of water. In the last
two centuries we have built our civilisa-

tions on oil while our Vedas remind us
that life depends on soil, something Sir
Howard reminded us as well. Prophetic
words indeed! Infertile soil will pass on its
deficiency to plants, in short to animals
and to humans. We have become addicted
to chemical farming and in turn have
become bandits of the soil, forgetting that
the soil is our living planet and this is a
mean form of banditry for it is robbing
the future generations who are not here to
defend themselves.
Mr. Andre Leu presented scientific facts
and research outcomes done abroad to
point at the potential of organic farming
in reversing climate change and global
warming. He also pointed at how organic
systems lead to higher yeilds, and how
organic soil maintains its integrity and
is not eroded, while also improving soil
health by adding to organic matter. This
soil has high water holding cap as its
humus can retain 30 times its own weight
in water thus holding the soil together. It
also boosts the nutrient storage capacity
of the soil.
Will Allen shared his success story in
organic farming. He also lauded Indore’s
contribution in this field stating that the
lab in the City’s Agriculture College in
which Sir Howard worked is an “agricultural temple”. India “knew 2000 years
back while the rest of the world is trying
to catch up with you”, Will added. Ronnie
Cummins said that the next twenty years
would decide whether we will degenerate
or regenerate. Regeneration can happen
only if we free ourselves from the trap of
seed monopoly and genetically modified
crops.
If only we could go back to our roots,
to our traditional methods so that we
can give back to our earth, to our soil.
Probably it has long been overdue now.
However, if we adopt organic as a way of
life, if governemnets can frame policies
that can preserve our soil heritage globally, it can reverse the long-term impact
of climate change. We owe this to posterity, for long after we will all be answerable
for what we do to our dear soil, and it is
never too late to begin.
Dr. Deepa Vanjani is assistant professor
at a leading college in Indore, India and
Guest Faculty at Educational Media Research
Centre,
University
Teaching Department,
Devi Ahilya Vishwa
Vidyalaya, Indore, India.
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The Extra Baggage
by Subhash Chandra
“Why don’t you go home?”
“Why?” He raised a defeated face. He must
be in his late sixties.
“It’s getting dark and you have just a jacket
on. Not enough protection against the
November chill of London”.
He was sitting on a bench in Westbourne
Park, near Porchester Square, bent over
something I couldn’t see.
“Where are you from?” he asked me..
“India.”
“Are you here for good?”
“No. For a few months only. We’re staying
with our daughter and son-in-law.”
“Then you’ve a home.”
“What do you mean?”
“I’ve no home.”
“How’s that possible?”
Pointing to a building, he said, “I live there
permanently, with my son’s family. That’s
why I have no home of my own.”
“How about a coffee at Starbucks?”
He looked at me uncertainly, a bit suspiciously. But few Indians can resist the temptation to talk in Hindi and spend time with
a fellow Indian.
He got up, holding a Rubik’s Cube.
“Thanks.”
“Do you play a lot with Rubik Cube?
“I was learning to do it.”
“Oh.”
“Do I look stupid?”
“Not at all! Why do you say that?”
“Because I don’t know how to do the
Cube.”
“So what? Nor do I. I can’t do many things.
My Maths is absolute zero. Figures scare and
confuse me.”
He kept quiet.
“What’ll you have with coffee?”
“Blueberry muffin.” In all our subsequent
meetings, he always ordered the same. “It has
the best flavour,” he said.
After a long and awkward pause, he began,
“I’m surrounded by very brainy people. My
son cleared Chartered Accountants’ Exam in
one go. He is a Financial Consultant with a
multinational. He’s a member of MENSA.
The daughter-in-law is a Bar-at-Law and is a
legal advisor with a law firm. My eleven years
old grandson knows everything about everything. He can solve all kinds of puzzles, fix
Sudoku in a jiffy and wins most of the online
games meant for adults.”
I listened intently.
“Every now and then the family plays
games which they call mental gymnastics.
But these games are a torture for me. A puzzle
is passed around, and a stop watch marks
the time taken by an individual. I’m known
for not solving even one. I become nervous
when others are watching and when there is
pressure of time allowed. Rahul loves playing
dumb charades. One has to guess situations
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and names of celebrities from different fields,
explain proverbs, enact Nursery Rhymes or
just identify words and phrases. I’m the weak
link. I always contribute to the team’s losing.
Anyone who gets me as team-mate curses
their luck.”
“What do you mean?”
He did not elaborate. “Rahul asks me all
sorts of questions: ‘Name the planets in the
galaxy, ‘How is a Black Hole formed?’ Or
‘What’s the name of Hitler’s mistress?’
“He guffaws when I’m not able to answer.
He gleefully narrates the whole thing to his
parents over dinner. They join in a collective sneer and feel proud of the
young man.”
“You know, on such occasions, I feel like an
idiot! And yet
… a n d
yet, I am
not one. I
rose from
the ranks
to become
an
Under
Secretary in
the Ministry of
Railways by passing departmental
examinations with
high grades.”
He looked at his
watch, “Let’s leave.”
“Is it time for them to come
home?”
“Not yet.”
“Then?”
“I have work in the kitchen. Good night.”
Second meeting after ten days.
“How’re things?”
“Worse!”
“What happened?”
“Last night we were playing Chinese
Checkers. Rahul got me as teammate. Every
time I made a move, he slapped his forehead.
As expected, we badly lost. He went berserk!”
“‘Holy shit! The guy is a moron!! How
could a man come to the end of his life and
remain so stupid! He knows nothing. He
doesn’t know chalk from cheese!’”
“I got up and crawled into my room like
a whipped dog. I felt like junk. Why they
don’t throw me out, I asked myself. But this
junk has some use.”
Then he grew reflective and added, “You
know, my wife and I felt proud of Mukul
when he did well in studies. We celebrated
when he got a job in London on a big salary
at a time when jobs were scarce in India
because of recession.”
“You must have brought him up well,” I
said.

“Yes, we sent Mukul to a reputed Public
school. We wanted to give him the best
education, even though my salary was not
much. My wife had to wait for a silk sari for
a decade. For years, I moved around on a
bicycle.”
Third meeting after twenty days:
He looked downcast. I had an instinctive feeling something was seriously wrong.
“What’s the matter?” I asked.
“Nothing.”
“Sharing will help,” I said softly.
He remained doodling
with his finger on the
table a long time,
even after his
coffee and the
muffin
h a d

arrived.
I
was
r i g h t .
When he did
look up finally,
his face was pale
and lifeless.
“Let’s go to Daniel
Gooch.”
After two pegs of Scotch
he unwound.
“I came to live with my son and
his family after my wife died five years back.
Nandita and Mukul came over to India.
‘How are you going to manage, Papa?’”
Mukul said.
“‘We can’t leave you alone, Papa,’” added
Nandita.
“Cooking is my passion. I like to experiment and each time come up with a different
delicacy. I often cooked even when my wife
was alive.”
“‘I can manage here. My needs are frugal.
People know me. The doctor is my friend.
Don’t worry about me’,” I told them.
“They wouldn’t listen to me”.
He let out a deep sigh. “My culinary
expertise became my undoing.
“I was at my son’s home. I felt free and
happy, savouring what I wanted to or
sitting where I liked, watching my favourite
programmes on the television. But this phase
was short lived.
“In India, every day early in the morning I
used to do puja and recite OM five times in
a voice rising to a crescendo. I continued the
practice in London too. But after a fortnight,
Mukul, told me to stop the loud recitation of

OM. It disturbed Nandita’s sleep. I felt bad,
but obeyed.
“Then one day a colleague of my son and
his wife came to visit. It was summer in
London. The girl was wearing loose top and
short pants. I looked at her disapprovingly.
‘Beta, why should you be wearing such a
dress? Aren’t you an Indian? This is against
our culture. You would look pretty in a sari.’”
“The girl looked daggers at me. Her
husband fidgeted.
“After they left, Mukul exploded. Wagging
his index finger at me he shouted, ‘You’ll not
come into the drawing room when we have
guests. Is that clear?’”
“‘What if I do? … Perhaps, I will.’ I felt
something churning within me.
“He stuttered and was at a loss for words;
he clenched and unclenched his fists in
suppressed anger. I almost wished he would
hit me… for growing old but not wiser.
Next meeting about a fortnight before our
departure for India:
“When’re you going back to India?” he
asked the moment we sat down.
“Next month. 5th September to be exact.
Air India flight. Why?”
He fished out his passport and one thousand pounds from his jacket. “Please book
my one way ticket on the same flight. I’ll go
home with you. You don’t mind, do you?”
“Not at all. Let’s meet next week,” I said.
Next meeting:
I finished my coffee, but he did not come.
The girl at the counter smiled, “The Muffin
Man has not come today?”
After some time, she came over to my
table, “I am saving the last Blueberry muffin
for your friend.”
But he did not come.
We had checked in our baggage, collected
the boarding passes, and were having coffee
at the Heathrow Airport Cafeteria. I was
hoping, he would rush in any time. But no
trace of him! What a situation I had landed
myself in! I had asked him for his son’s
address and phone number, but he said,
that would not be necessary. I felt deeply
anxious. What had I done!
We boarded the plane with the extra baggage:
his ticket, passport and the money left over.
Dr. Subhash Chandra retired as Associate
Professor of English from University of
Delhi. He has published
four critical books and
several research articles.
He has also published
short stories in Indian
and foreign journals.
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Reginald Massey’s Book Page

T

he perceptive critic Arthur CalderMarshall
made
the
following interesting remark
in Books and
B o o k m a n
(November
1957):
“Right
through the British
Commonwealth of Nations
there has been an
efflorescence
of
literary latent, only
indirectly connected
with World War
Two, but more
nearly
connected
with the rise of a farflung intelligentsia.”
It is significant that
after India’s independence in 1947 there
was an amazing output
of first class writing
in English not only in
India but from distant parts of the world where
People of Indian Origin had settled and prospered.
Even writers of British descent (such as Ruskin Bond,
Mark Tully and William Dalrymple) decided to be based
in India. Why? I cannot answer for them but Bond has
made his position clear. As a very young man he was
unhappy in Britain though his first novel had won an
important literary award there. He longed for Dehra Dun
(the ‘Doon Valley’) where his ancestors had planted trees.
He is now greatly loved, a celebrated English language
author of India, and lives in Mussorie just a few miles
beyond Dehra Dun with his adopted Indian family who
call him ‘Dada-ji’, ‘Respected Grandfather’. Ruskin and
I were born in the same year and we are both
‘Simla boys’. He was
at Bishop Cotton and
I was at Milsington. I
do not know whether
he ever managed to pass
the daunting Cambridge
Senior School Certificate Examination. But I
somehow leapt over that
difficult hurdle just before
Cambridge examinations
were abolished in India.
The Indian Diaspora
all over the former British
Empire world has produced
many important writers
such as Vidya Naipaul. But I
wish to bring to your attention Sasenarine Persaud who
was born in Guyana (formerly
British Guiana). His collection of poems Love in a time
of Technology is published by

TSAR Publications, Toronto. It is obvious that
Persaud has been greatly influenced by Eliot,
the Boston Brahmin who became an impressive English gentleman. Remember that TSE
ended his great poem The Waste Land with
Datta. Dayadhvam. Damyata / Shantih Shantih Shantih.
Eliot was impressed with Buddhist
teachings though he eventually became a
confirmed High Anglo-Catholic Anglican.
Persaud’s lines possess the internal music
that marked out Eliot as a great poet. I wish I
could reproduce many of Persaud’s poems.
But time is short and space is limited. We
live in a time of technology but language
which separates us from the apes will
survive. And the greatest thoughts of the
human species have been enshrined in
poetry. Persaud however has the ability
to celebrate the ordinary, the average, the
stray happenings of everyday life and
invest them with rare beauty. Poetry, the
highest form of literature, will always
reign supreme as
long as practitioners such as
Persaud flourish.
I wholly recommend this slim
volume. Click on to Amazon and
order your copy. You will not be
short changed, I assure you.
Debjani Chatterjee is a Bengali
academic who lives and works in
England. She writes in Bengali and
in English and is also proficient in
Hindi. She represents the Bengal
Renaissance which combined the
Brahmo Samajism of Tagore, which
rejected idol worship, and the fiery
nationalism of Kazi Nazul
Islam. Both these
poets are celebrated
even
today
in
Bangladesh
and
the Indian state of
West Bengal. Chatterjee has just edited
a collection titled
Songs of Choice and
their Stories (Sahitya Press, Sheffield). This book has a veritable
feast of English translations from
original writings from Bangladesh and West Bengal and other
Indian states.
The book is a project of the
Bengali Women’s Support
Group (BWSG) in Britain
and twenty-seven contributors
have selected their favourite
poems and lyrics. Parven
Akhter, Saruran Ara, Nazma
Begum, Shukti Biswas,
Debjani Chatterjee, Tara

Chatterjee, Dolly Chowdhury, Ira Das, Brian D’Arcy,
Saswati Dey, Chandra Ganguli, Ruby Anzuman Ara
Hoq, Alamgir Hossain, Tanmoy Hossain, Nilufar
Hussin, Rashida Islam, Shahzad Khan, Ferial Sundari
Khan, David Kirby, Poonam Kumari, Marium Nesha,
Subhasini Reddy, Ashoka Sen, Bidhan L Sutradhar,
Anima Tamuli, RupasreeTewari and Usha Verma have
trawled Bengali, Hindi, English, Kannada, Sanskrit, and
Assamese.
One song is in a mixture of Hindi and English, a
hybrid language known as Hinglish and gaining currency
in India. The poet is Javed Akhtar, a leading Urdu poet
whose ancestor was blown to bits by a British cannon
after the 1857 Uprising. The last Mughal emperor Bahadur Shah II (his pen name was ‘Zafar’) was no mean
poet. Even today his poems are recited in mushairas,
poetry recitals.
Apart from savouring these pieces I found the statements by the contributors most interesting. Why did
they select a particular poem? What was the history
behind the poem? Important facts about the poets were
revealed. Tagore who wrote the national anthems of
two countries (India and
Bangladesh) was a polymath and he rightly dominates the book.
Mizoram is a small state
of India tucked away in
the distant North East. It
borders Bangladesh and
Myanmar. Its inhabitants are largely Christian and the literacy
rate is extremely high.
My friend Prabhu
Guptara, a Visiting
Professor in one of the
North East’s universities,
introduced
me to the work of
the Mizo writer
Malsawmi
Jacob
and I am happy
that he did. She
has a restrained
and civilized style.
She is a humanist
and her prose is poetic. Her book
Zorami: a redemption song (Morph Books, India) tells the
story of a young Mizo woman and I suspect that it is
largely autobiographical.
Zorami is caught between her love for her family and her
people and the idea of a united and secular Union of India.
There were many Mizos who wanted to break away from
India and the Indian Army was sent in to quell the secessionists. There were atrocities committed by both sides.
The book is compelling. Highly recommended.
Reginald Massey has been writing a
regular Book Page for Confluence for
years. His poetry and prose on a variety
of subjects have been widely published.
Most of his books are available from
Amazon UK.
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CHRONICLES FROM THE RAJ
The Himalaya Club, Entertainments of the Raj by John Lang (Speaking Tiger Books)
by Anjana Basu

G

rass widows writing to their husbands
in between flirtations, a drunken valet
who falls onto his master’s bed, John Lang’s
The Himalaya Club is a romp through the
Raj that no one would have expected from
the Rani of Jhansi’s defence lawyer. Written
in the latter half of the nineteenth century,
Lang’s travel tales cover the various entertainments that the Raj indulged in during
its summer break in the hills. The author
has his tongue firmly in his cheek as he gifts
peers with titles like Dudley Doodleigh
or Lord Jamleigh, titles which presumably
never existed.
What Lang gives us is a peep into a side of
the Raj that was never really covered before
by an eyewitness, the card sharping and
the poodle faking that led to interminable
court discussions—all of which stopped
abruptly at tiffin time and then ceased for
the day at 4pm. The colonial ‘season’ in the
hills began at the end of April and lasted till
October when presumably the families of
officers and those on leave could return to
the plains in comfort.
After a morning’s shopping in a jampani
(small palanquin) with four bearers,

I

Mussoorie society
took the air
in the afternoon galloping
dangerously
round
the
Camel’s Back
despite the fact
that a low fence
separated riders
from the ‘khud’
on the other side.
Evenings in the
club wound down
into card sessions
that lasted till
daybreak and wives
were expected to grin
and bear it. Champagne was iced with
recent hailstones. Life
was similar in Simla
but there the presence
of the Commander
in Chief imposed a
certain formality. Civilians vied with non-civil-

from the Himalaya Club was one of the
grandest scenes in the known world—the
Club still exists in Mussoorie, but the
view has vanished with the passage of time
and building projects.
Underneath all this is the life of the
native courts and the people who existed to
serve the Raj. Shikar parties are equipped,
apart from Purdey’s rifles, with khansamas
(cooks) and butlers and scores of servants
who scuttle up and down the hills to bring
items that the sahibs have forgotten and
who manage to do it at record speed.
For foreign visitors India was a land
of luxury and exotic splendour where
fortunes could be picked up by the
lucky few. For the people who ruled it,
the Indians were there to be rules. Lang,
however, manages to straddle both sides
of the issue. He looks at India from the
perspective of the rulers and the ruled
with a deep admiration for Indian culture
and a deeply British—actually Australian—scepticism of Indian superstitions.
Perhaps it was that kind of objectivity that
led him to defend the Rani of Jhansi at
her trial after 1857.

In the Court of The Ranee of Jhansi and Other Travels in India by John Lang (Speaking Tiger Books)

t’s not very often that one comes across a book written
by someone who has actually met the Rani of Jhansi.
John Lang, however has—he was her defence lawyer
at one point—and had the honour of
seeing her face after he forced
himself to take his shoes off
before entering her durbar
hall. She had beautiful eyes but
was well rounded with age and
only lost her kingdom because
her husband insisted on the title
of ‘Rajah’ when he could have
remained an ordinary zamindar.
Lang also had the pleasure of
meeting Nana Saheb of Bithoor
before the Mutiny. Both, he reports
were willing to be on good terms
with the British and Nana Saheb
actually had a testimonial register
autographed by British visitors.
Lang is an irrepressible gossip—he
talks about the politics that went on
between the army and the civilians,
especially where balls and dinners
were concerned, who took who in to
dine would cause clusters of whispering all over a hall. As always the wellconnected managed to triumph, calling
in family favours. One occasion was
apparently dominated by Demazes—one
of those surnames he concocts.
The British in India also have their
eccentricities. A local magistrate dresses in
18

ians and people
went to absurd
lengths to host
peers
from
England—as
in the case of
Lord Jamleigh
and his valet.
All this is
set against a
backdrop of
mountains
that could
give
the
Alps some
competition which
raised
debates
among
t h e
foreign
visitors
out on
shikar.
Lang
wrote that the view
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pyjamas rolled up to the knee, a blue shirt with a black
necktie and a helmet. Lang has a keen eye for
detail where clothes
and accessories are
concerned.
He
describes small silver
hookahs for ladies
and cast off riding
cloaks along with
piled up boxes
designed to save a
tent’s occupants
from floods.
His life follows
the vagaries of
the road, jouncing along in
palkees and stopping for night
halts or during
the rains. On
one halt he
encounters
a lieutenant
who calls him
‘Old
Boy’
and sweeps
him up in
his buggy.
They never
exchange
names—
Old Boy and

Lieutenant seem to be enough to break the ice. Their
discourse is punctuated by the demands of Indian
subehdars who have the ear of doddering superior British
officers. Or by stories of how Lord Bentinck wanted to
destroy the Taj Mahal because it made British architecture look so inferior.
There are also tales of tragic love and unexpected
meetings at dak bungalows. The Black and Blue Prince
tells the star crossed story of an English earl’s heir who
happens to have a very dark Indian mother and blue
eyes. Or there is the woman who weeps for her son in
Mussoorie every day rain or shine whom Lang manages
briefly to reunite with her lost child.
Lang looks at British India with his tongue firmly in
his cheek—though he occasionally dismisses the Indians
he meets as hardened liars. Even the Indians themselves
agree that much of the bandobast they put on for their
British masters is just a put on. Conversion to Christianity is undertaken in the hope of financial gain and
the Catholic Church puts would-be converts under a
severe selection process. Memsahibs, he is told, are safer
than their husbands because Indians know that killing
a memsahib will bring swift and merciless retribution.
Obviously written post the 1857 crisis, Lang mentions
people who died in the conflict as well as people who
were saved.
The result is a memorable blend of history and social
commentary from a time we tend to
forget.
Anjana Basu is a writer and advertising
consultant based in Calcutta. She has 4
novels, a book of short stories and two
anthologies of poetry to her credit.
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The Song of the Shirt

I

n a poor house, a woman is seated at a table.
“Her face is thin and worn, and she has coarse,
red hands, all pricked by the needle… She is
embroidering passion-flowers on a satin gown for
the loveliest of the Queen’s maids-of-honour to wear
at the next Court-ball. In a bed in the corner of the
room her little boy is lying ill… and is asking for
oranges. His mother has nothing to give him but
river water.. (From The Happy Prince by Oscar
Wilde, 1854-1900)
The Song of the Shirt (subtitle: ‘The High
Price of Cheap Garments from Blackburn to
Bangladesh’) is divided into six parts, each part
consisting of several short chapters. The author
evidently has a close knowledge of Bangladesh,
and the book is marked by the ‘story’ of many
individuals, their harsh life and tragic fate. Opinions expressed in the following (unless otherwise
made clear) are those of Jeremy Seabrook. The
book’s title and epigraph are from The Song of
the Shirt by Thomas Hood, 1799-1845:
It is not linen you’re wearing out,
But human creatures’ lives!
Stitch – stitch – stitch
In poverty, hunger and dirt,
Sewing at once, with a double thread,
A Shroud as well as a Shirt.
The death of more than 1,100 people in the
building-collapse on the edge of Dhaka in April
2013 is “a story of such appalling contempt
for human life that it must rank among the
most callous in the brutal history of industrialism”. Bangladesh, the third largest exporter
of clothes, earns 70% of its foreign exchange
from this business, and yet the workers are
treated as disposable, rags of humanity, used
up like any other raw material in the cause of
production for export. Children as young as
eleven are employed in the factories. Labour is
totally impersonal: as Karl Marx wrote, in such
circumstance, there is no other nexus between
human being than naked self-interest and
callous ‘cash payment’. The workers often don’t
know who owned the factory or the name of the
manager; what becomes of the product which
passes through their hands. They suffer from
weak eyesight, spinal problems from bending
over machines all day long, and infected lungs.
They work long hours and return to squalid
living conditions: compare the experience of teaplantation workers in Sarvan, Sri Lanka: Literary
Essays & Sketches, 2011, pages 56-80. Fleeing
tidal waters, the workers fall into the fire of a
pitiless industrialisation. Exploited by all and
sundry, the hapless workers are chained life-long
to a debt they cannot ever repay. “Between 80
and 90 per cent of workers in garment factories
are young women”, drawn by desperation from
an impoverished, hopeless, rural life

by Jeremy Seabrook (Navayana Books)
Review by Charles Sarvan
Gross exploitation continues because some of
the country’s lawmakers, and those with power
and influence, own factories; others have financial interests in factories or are connected to those
with vested financial interest. “It was believed
that an independent Bangladesh would restore
the vanished wonders of the distant past”. Bangladeshi dreams of a new life have been swept
away by flood and famine, and “generations of
kleptocratic politicians, feudal landowners and
venal bureaucrats”. The ruling elite all know
each other: they “shared stories and exchanged
gossip about visiting their kinsfolk in London,
Rome, Washington, California, the places
where their children were
studying and the
specialists which
their relatives had
consulted... It was a
restricted, claustrophobic world, which
has as its disposal
resources equal to
anything the global
rich can boast of”.
Trade Unions exist but
are either corrupt or are
company controlled.
The picture that
emerges is one of workers left without protection against a rapacity
that is material in nature
and appallingly pitiful in
its human consequence.
Yet Bengal had been
“the richest province of
the Mughal empire in
the seventeenth century”.
“Dacca was the centre of
one of the most flourishing textile industries
in India” and its muslin was traded in Persia,
Arabia, Armenia, China and Sumatra. Bengal
muslin was so sheer it seemed to be “woven
wind” ; and it was claimed that if spread on the
grass, one couldn’t distinguish it from the dew.
In a policy of deliberate “re-ruralisation”, British
imperialism laid waste an industry far superior
to what obtained in Britain. The story that
Britain cut off the thumbs of weavers is literally
false but metaphorically true because Britain
destroyed both their craft and their ability to sell.
After the Battle of Plassey, 1757, the British East
India Company removed all other competition.
Late in 2009, police dispersed agitated workers surrounding the Nippon Garment factory,
killing three workers, and then filed charges
against the protestors, including those they
had killed”. This is a continuation of imperial
Company policy where the property of workers
who died in debt was seized and sold, even if
it were a hut valued at two Rupees. A system

of strict supervision, informers and spies was
set up, and continues into the present (58).
Even during times of famine, revenue was not
allowed to fall: compare the export of potato
from staring Ireland to England during the great
Irish Famine. Najai which compelled peasants
to make good any deficiency in payment by
their neighbours in any village was enforced
by the Company during and after periods of
famine. Seabrook observes that the Black Hole
of Calcutta (1756) “was used to justify almost
every British atrocity in India of the following
two centuries”.
With reference to
the Battle of Plassey
and to the Black
Hole, I quote from
a review of mine:
“The Battle of
Plassey, 23 June
1757, is presented
as the brave and
brilliant triumph
of Clive and his
3,000 soldiers
against
the
“hordes”
of
Siraj-udDaulah. But
the
British
had conspired
with
Mir
Jaffar (army
chief) who
deserted,
together
with his
m e n .
Some of Siraj’s
own men either refused to fight or turned
against him. The battle was more bought and
betrayed than fought and won. The Black Hole
of Calcutta caught the imagination, provoked
anger and disgust, and was used to justify retaliatory cruelty. However, Jan Dalley, in her The
Black Hole: Money, Myth and Empire (2006),
establishes that the hole was “an ordinary
military cell of the sort that is common in any
barracks anywhere”. Perhaps, only nine people
had been locked up, of whom three died during
the night of wounds sustained in battle.”
Having destroyed Bengal’s once-thriving
cloth industry, the cultivation of opium was
encouraged. England was importing tea from
China and paying for it in bullion. Now opium
grown in India became the substitute, a drug
that the Chinese were compelled by force to
accept. Despite talk of ‘free trade’, in 1813,
the duty on calicoes was 85 per cent. “Britain’s
conversion to ‘free trade’ coincided with its
capacity to impose it coercively upon the world:
by the 1820s, the weavers of India had been

reduced to misery and no longer posed any
competition”. Coming to recent times, in the
mid-1990s the US Congress threatened to pass
“a bill that would ban the import of garments
from factories in which child labour was used.
As a result, about two-thirds of the children
working in the industry in Bangladesh were
dismissed. There was no record of the fate of
these unemployed waifs, nor of the families who
may have depended upon their scant income.
The US Congress exhibited no concern for
the crowds of children employed in even more
hazardous occupations than garments; and this
drew criticism that their primary interest lay in
protecting their own garment industry rather
than the vulnerable youth of Bangladesh”.
To keep actions in perspective, Seabrook argues
that imperial cruelty and exploitation began at
home: see Oscar Wilde’s words which I have
used as the epigraph to this review. Hegemony
at root is selfish and cruel. The Waltham Black
Act of 1720 prescribed the death penalty for
over two hundred crimes, including the poaching of a rabbit or “cutting down an ornamental
shrub” (see, p. 229). After the Jacobite rising of
1746 was crushed at Culloden, English soldiers
set across the Highlands, looting and killing and
leaving a trail of devastation. They laid waste the
landscape and scattered the people. “In the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries”, local
people were driven out systematically to make
room for sheep farming. Seabrook quotes John
Cobden (1853): “The burden imposed upon
the Hindoos are precisely of the character and
extent of those that have reduced Ireland to
poverty and her people to slavery”.
Now the people must decide: What should
be the nature of Bangladesh? Is it primarily
a Bengali or a Moslem country? Is its ancient
culture compatible with “the austerities of the
dominant strain of contemporary Islam”? From
a broader, world-wide perspective, Seabrook
observes that, in a world of continuous flux and
change, profit seems to be the only constant.
“Will the industrial paradigm and its global
market which gouge the treasures of the earth,
the harvests of its land and waters, with such
ferocity continue to intensify their pressure in
the name of development, and if so, will large
tracts of the world become scarcely habitable?
Will the market become cosmos, leaving no
alternative, no culture, no civilization, no other
way of living outside of its constantly expanding
frontier” (284)? The Song of the Shirt is both
powerful indictment and passionate plea.
Charles Sarvan obtained his M.Phil and PhD
degrees from Univ. of London. His specialisation was Commonwealth
Literature. Now retired, he
lives in Berlin, Germany
with his German-born wife,
a published poet.
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Face to face with Mrs. Gandhi, August, 1978
by Malathy Sitaram

I

n July this year, editing Mr. Vijay Rana’s excellent article
printed in the current August issue of Confluence about
life in Delhi under the Emergency Rule implemented by Mrs
Gandhi in June, 1975, I was jolted back to August 1978 when
I was holidaying in Delhi at my sister’s residence during the
British school holidays. I was a school teacher then. At home in
Swindon, I would avidly scour the newspapers for bits of Indian
news. Mrs Gandhi’s rule had become tyrannical. Civic rights
were abrogated and daily there were arrests made of her critics.
It proved to be an unforgettable visit as I came up with the
daring notion of interviewing Mrs Gandhi in the fictitious

A

s my taxi drew up near the gates of the
house in New Delhi, I was scrutinized
by staff posted at the gates who at the same
time contrived to look affable and welcoming. The taxi then entered the gates of the
compound.
On the left were rows of chairs, some of
which were occupied by an assortment of
people, obviously waiting for interviews. I
saw Rajiv Gandhi engaged in conversation
with one of the waiting group. I was greeted
by a neatly dressed, but watchful looking
gentleman who consulted a notebook and
then verified my appointment. A roomy
tent had been set up in one corner of the
compound. I was ushered there with great
politeness in order to wait my turn.
A scanty-haired and bedraggled looking
Afghan hound strolled listlessly out of the
house and instantly gave itself up to a frenzy
of scratching, contorting itself into grotesque
postures in order to do so.
It was not long before Mrs. Gandhi
appeared in the verandah of the house. I
was called in by one of the three female staff
standing in front of the house.
Mrs. Gandhi led me into a simply
furnished front room. We sat down on
adjoining sofas. She was very simply dressed
in a plain cotton sari, her bearing subdued,
her face drawn and diffident looking. There
was no trace of the abrasive hauteur characteristic of her previously. After one or two
sociable remarks, the interview began.
Q The whole world was taken completely
by surprise at your overwhelming defeat in
the last election. Apart from your natural
chagrin, would you agree that the results
were the democratic expression of the will
of the people?
A There was much vote rigging and bogus
votes. The major reason I lost was the massive
false propaganda against me. Yes, farmers
were angry about our planning strategy for
stabilizing the economy and in UP this was
the major cause of our debacle. Malicious
propaganda was spread about family planning causing panic among the people.
Rumours
I’ll give you an example of the effect of
the rumours and lies that were effectively
spread. You know that smallpox was eradi20
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persona of a British journalist. She had lost the 1977 election
much to most people’s relief. I telephoned her press office and
was astonished that my request for an interview was granted
without fuss. My newspaper credentials were not questioned. I
spent the next day or two preparing questions and armed with
a tape recorder, took a taxi to her residence on the appointed
day for the 10.30 a.m. start. I was shown to a room where
Mrs. Gandhi was seated looking somewhat pensive. I believe I
was there for at least two hours asking her questions about the
era of Emergency rule. Her answers were defensive. It seemed
she did not accept responsibility for the many miscarriages of

cated whilst I was PM. I wanted cholera to
be eradicated as well. My government had
organised an inoculation drive for children
in municipal schools. But people had gone
from door to door telling parents that the
inoculation was a form of sterilization. Do
you know that on the inoculation day most
children were kept away from school?
Q How could there have been any rigging?
Your government was in power?
A These people have a vast systematic organ-

justice that took place.
I realise now that the intense isolation caused by her
sudden exit from public life made her long for publicity and
my request for an interview was granted immediately. The
interview was written up the same day. Unfortunately I
cannot remember the date.
I returned home to Swindon and some time later, I spoke to
the Liberal Party agent (I was a member then) who expressed
much interest and said the interview would be printed in the
Party newsletter. And so it was, on October 6th 1979. It was
a bit of history.

A Generally, ministries work autonomously.
States are also autonomous to a large extent.
There is broad discussion on policy at Cabinet level, but every Minister is autonomous.
Q Shortly after your defeat, you announced
that you were not interested into getting
back into active politics again. Yet you have
not ceased to harry the present government
in every way you can. What is it that motivates you? Is it that you do not know how
else to live other than in Politics?

Malathy Sitaram in conversation with Indra Gandhi, 1978

ization. For instance, I visited a place where
there had been floods. Not much voting
could have taken place. Yet I was told that
20,000 people had already voted —against
me. It was too early for voting to have taken
place. We would have lost but not in such an
overwhelming way.
Q Surely it was the abuse of the family
planning drive by officials that was the
major cause of your defeat in the North?
A I have not actually directly met anyone
who was forcibly sterilized. Always it was
someone in the next village or the friend of a
friend. Yes, I’m sure that some petty officials
were overzealous and there may have been
two or three cases of coercion but nothing
like the figures quoted.
Q But as PM you bear ultimate responsibility for the actions of your Ministers.
Defeat

A What would you have me do? They are
trying to kill me physically. Surely I must
fight back—defend myself. All I wanted to
do was to go and live near the mountains,
but it has not been possible. Who will fight
for the people? My party would have been
crushed if I had not come back to fight for
it. When I found no one else fighting back I
had to stay. Also I have been advised by my
lawyers to remain here. I cannot leave Delhi.
Service to the people is my life. That is what
I was born into. People have been coming to
me even on the day I was defeated.
Q It is not unlikely that you may be PM
again. Is your present activity directed
towards this goal?
A I do not wish to be PM again. My personal
preference is not to be PM.
Leader
Q If your party wins, it might well nomi-

nate you as leader.
A That is a hypothetical question and it
need not be discussed.
Q It would seem that the Indian electorate
has a short memory. What seemed inconceivable a year and half ago is now not
improbable. What is the likelihood of your
party winning the next election?
.A People vote according to what is in their
interest. They are not interested in political.
They will vote for the party which will most
likely solve their problems.
Q Talking to local people and the young
in particular, I am struck by their cynicism
about politics and politicians. They feel
that truth is an inevitable casualty and that
with politicians, including yourself, the
welfare of the country takes second place to
the desire for personal gain.
A What have I got out of it? Tell me that.
What Have I gained? Nothing. I’m the one
who has not got even a house. Look at the
others. Lies have been fed to the people
about the accumulation of a personal
fortune by me, but I have nothing. Young
people are not cynical. Masses of them come
to work for my party. They are enthusiastic
and willing.
Dictatorship
Q The Emergency and its aftermath have
led many people abroad to see India, as
little better politically than any “tin pot”
African or South American dictatorship.
Can you comment on the damage done to
the Indian image abroad?
A The Press took the lead in this destructive
process. The big Press barons were chiefly
responsible. There were a lot of vested interests against me. Now these Press barons and
others are getting rich. The Janata party is on
the side of the rich. And what is our image
today? Where are we in foreign affairs now?
We have no status. Our prestige is low.
Besides, which Western government has
ever supported India? They have supported
Pakistan and dictatorships like Uganda.
Sheikh Mujib was elected in a fair election.
Did America support him?
Q Could you enlarge on Western hostility
to India?
A The West is terribly afraid of Soviet influence. We have tried to give a boost to the
weaker countries to become self-reliant.
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We gave an impetus to the Non-Alignment
Movement. There was no foreign influence
in India when I was PM. America always
ties string to Aid. When a country is strong,
foreign governments cannot openly make
conditions. Nixon was the only man honest
enough to impose conditions openly.
Q What about Russia?
A Russia was not given any undue favours.
They could not influence us in any way.
They have not tried to. When our economy
was stable and secure, when the govt. was
strong, other governments could not bargain
with us.
Q Would not a prosperous and stable India
be in the interest of the West? India would
be a huge market for their goods.
Market
A That is what I have always thought. I
think the West has been very short-sighted.
They are preoccupied with their balance of
power—balance of terror. They are not interested in our welfare. Self-interest forms their
policies. As I have said, they are terrified of
the Soviets. They seem to think that a strong
India would enlarge the sphere of Soviet
influence. The West has not been supportive.
Q What lessons have you learnt from the
event of the last year and a half? What would
be the changes, if any, in your method of
governing should you find yourself in
power again?
A What is my method of governing? What
was wrong with it?
Q It has been said that you autocratic and
undemocratic.
A I have always consulted a lot of people,
not only known but unknown people. I am
the only PM who has followed the advice of
colleagues. Even my father never consulted
or acted upon the advice of his cabinet.
The imposing of the Emergency was very
special. As I have said a thousand times,
India could not have survived if the Emergency had not been imposed. Our economy
would have gone to pieces. This country
would have been in a state of anarchy, which
would have led to foreign domination. The
Press was responsible to some extent. Look
at the state of the country now. It is in a
mess. Communal trouble is raging everywhere. The govt. is doing nothing. There
was hardly a Harijan problem when I was
PM. Rich landlords are now harassing
labourers and Harijans. The govt is not on
the side of the oppressed.
Thank you Mrs. Gandhi.
Malathy Sitaram was the first Asian
teacher of English in Wiltshire schools.
She was the first Asian to be appointed to
the Swindon Bench of Justices of the Peace
and also the first magistrate in the country
to be appointed to serve
on the new Sentencing
Guidelines
Committee
under the Chairmanship
of the Lord Chief Justice
from 2004 to 2010.

Bengali Popular Art, Kalighat Patachitra

“B

eauty is simply reality seen with the eyes of love.” Rabindranath Tagore,
Bengali renaissance man, and the first non-European to win the Noble
Prize for Literature. On 14 September 2015, Nehru Centre inaugurated a
special exhibition on Kalighat Patachitra. This exhibition showcases, for the
first time in the UK, a private collection of original Kalighat pata paintings.
The name Kalighat Pat or Kalighat painting comes from the name of the temple where it
originated, and from the name of the village priests called Patuas who travelled from place
to place and were the original painters of this folk art style and also from the name of the
cloths or scrolls, called patas on which the paintings were done.
During the 19th Century near the Kalighat temple in Kolkata, India, pilgrims
and visitors used to come and visit the temples of Goddess Kali and other deities, and
take back souvenirs made by the local patuas from the Kali temple. The artists or the
patuas used to visit pilgrim sites and make iconographic paintings of the Gods and
Goddesses on earthen pots as well as scrolls. The visitors used to buy these patas, especially as they were more economical for the common man, than buying an idol.
These paintings over a period of time developed as a distinct school of Indian painting.
By the early 19 Century Kali temple became a popular destination for local people and
pilgrims from all over the country. The paintings used to be an important media at that
time, there was no photography, and these painters became the record keepers of that time.
The artists not only painted the Gods and Godesses, but they started to incorporate in
their paintings scenes of daily life. Such as different professions, people in their local dress,
dancing girls etc. The artists also portrayed other secular themes and personalities and in the
process played a role in the Independence movement. They painted heroic characters such
as the revolutionary Tipu Sultan and Rani Lakshmibai.
Pata chitra is an art of rural Bengal. Rural Bengal remained almost the same
during the Colonial period. Urbanisation and the industrial revolution could not
influence the simple lives of these rural artists, who continued with their own
artistic sensibilities. The British later also became patrons of this art. The artists
gradually started learning new techniques and started creating new forms of art.
They used several colours like blue, red, green, yellow and black. Yellow was produced from
the roots of turmeric. Blues was made from the petals of Aparajita flower, the black was from
the common soot from oil lamps.
This style of art also played a major role in influencing the likes of great
Indian artists such as Jamini Roy. This form of art in rural Bengal is still a
part of the folk art of Bengal. It was a successful venture by NUGA and
Baithak uk . There were many visitors who were genuinely interested in this
form of art, and were engrossed in seeing this rare and special collection.
Anuradha Datta has a M. A in English Literature and a B.Ed

Sarosh Zaiwalla HONOURED
by Russian Ambassador

Photo taken on the
occasion of a lunch
hosted in honour of Mr.
Sarosh Zaiwalla by the
Russian Ambassador
at his Kensington
Palace residence
in appreciation of
his firm’s good legal
services. On the left is
the Ambassador, His
Excellency Alexander
Yakovenko. On the
right is the Deputy
Head of Mission of the
Russian Embassy, Mr.
Alexander Kramarenko.
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